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t the outset, one can say that two of the six elements of 
PML-Ns vision have been followed by the government in 
the budget. The major two goals announced in its 
manifesto were to make the private sector primary engine 

of economic development and building a strong infrastructure of 
roads, highways, railways, ports, water, hydro power and related 
infrastructure. 

The tax incentives to FDI, the packages for textile sector and 
exporters at large, the gradual reduction in corporate tax rate, the 
privatization plans, and scores of projects in highways, and water 
and power sector are some of the examples that support 
government’s notion. 

However, one cannot be too sure whether the goal of promoting 
trade and investment and protection of economic sovereignty has 
been followed completely. 

Also the budget hasnot moved towards the goal of equitable sharing 
of the burden of development by eliminating the culture of tax 
exemptions and concessions and recovering cost of public services 
to ensure their sustainable supplies. 

Though, government has announced that SRO culture will be done 
away with, and in the budget it has also touched upon seven SROs to 
that effect. So, one can say that the budget has moved in the 
direction of the vision. However, considering that the detailed plan 
of the phasing out of SROs hasnot been shared with the public at 
large.

As an outside observer, one can just rely on announcements and 
small headways to give the government a pat on the back; the long 
history of governmental delays and the promises-broken don’t just 
allow that. So, on that note, this column will give full credit when it’s 
due and not before. 

Similarly, on the subject of recovering cost of public services to 
ensure their sustainable supplies, the budget has little to show 
especially on power utility. However, on the subject of practicing 
austerity and frugality in public expenditures and containing them 
within the available resources, one can give partial credit to the 
government for moving in that direction. 

Likewise, current expenditure is planned to be reduced to 80 
percent of total expenditure in FY15 from 84 percent in last year’s 
revised numbers. However, considering that last years revised 
numbers of current expenditure are 300 bps higher (as percentage 
of total expenditure) than what was budgeted; one can really say 
that the government has moved in the right direction. 

Lastly, as the goal of "protecting the weak and vulnerable segments 
of population both by insulating them from inflationary pressures as 
well as giving cash grants to mitigate the adverse impact of 
economic adjustment and reforms", the budget promises some 
progress. 

The expansion in the and reach of the BISP programme, the increase 
in monthly allowance, the setting up of task force for effective 
coordination of social safety programmes and so forth are good 
developments. However, the risks that sales tax imposed on retailers 
will be passed on to the consumers partially offsetting some of 
these positives, as indirect taxes tend to be inflationary. 

On the track
A
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erming economic ‘revival’ 
a result of prudent 
government measures, 
Pakistan’s finance 

minister  Ishaq Dar presented 
federal budget for the 2014-15 
fiscal with a total outlay of Rs 
4.305 trillion in the National 
Assembly on June 3rd of this 
month. 

Presenting budgetary proposals 
before the house Ishaq Dar said 
economic reforms and difficult 
decisions taken by the government 
during the last one year are now 
yielding positive results and these 
will lead to further strengthening 
of economy and resolving the 
problems of people. He supported 
his argument with the 
performance of local bourses 
where stocks witnessed up to 41% 
growth during the last one year.  

He said despite hurdles and tough 
economic conditions the 
government remained committed 
to bring economy back on track 
and now the country is on the road 
to economic development.  The 
successes of the government are 
the fruit of the strengthening of 
democracy in the country as now 
people’s representatives are fully 
active for the welfare of people, he 
added and said objectives of the 
reforms were to maintain price 
stability, create job opportunities 
and reconstruct the infrastructure. 
According to him the country is on 
the way to progress because of the 
implementation of a broad-based 
economic agenda.

BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS: 

Budget outlay: Rs 4.305 
trillion.

Provincial transfers: Rs 1.720 

trillion.

Fiscal deficit, which was 
registered at 5.5% during 
Jul-Apr 2012-13, has been 
brought down to only 4.0% 
for the same period this year.

Public Sector Development 
Program: Rs 1.17 trillion has 
been allocated

Pensions: An increase in 
pensions from Rs 5000 to Rs 
6000

Minimum Wage: The minimum 
wage for labourers rose to 
Rs11000 from Rs1000.

Economic Growth has been 
projected at 4.14%, the 
highest growth in the last six 
years.

Per Capita Income, which 
stood at US $1339 last year, is 
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growth by 2016-17 | Rebate on foreign investment in mega projects | 
Entire tax machinery to be overhauled, net to be widend | Salaries up by 

10pc | Minimum pension Rs6,000 | Wedding tax halved | Polio prioritized 
in health funds | Housing credit for poor, middle class



projected to increase to 
$1386, showing a growth of 
3.5%.

Industrial Sector, which grew 
by a meager 1.37% during 
Jul-Feb last year, has 
registered a growth of 5.84%.

Inflation, which had averaged 
around 12% in the five years 
before our government, was 
recorded at 8.6% for Jul-May 
2013-14.

FBR revenues, which had 
registered one of the poorest 
performances of 3% growth in 
2012-13, are up by 16.4%, 
rising from Rs.1,679 billion to 
Rs.1,955 billion in the first 11 
months of the current year.

Exports were recorded at 
$21billion during Jul-Apr 
2013-14 compared to 
$20.1billion last year.

Imports were recorded at 
$37.1 billion during Jul-Apr 
2013-14 compared to $36.7 
billion last year and showing a 
marginal growth of 1.2%. 
However, imports of 
machinery have increased by 
an impressive 11% an 
indication of investment 
activity.

Remittances, which were 
recorded at $11.6 billion 
during Jul-Apr 2012-13, rose 
to $12.9 billion for the same 
period this year, showing an 
increase of 11.5%.

Foreign Exchange Reserves, 
which had declined to a 
precarious level when in June 
2013 SBP they stood at $6 
billion, of which $2 billion 
were due to a swap that was 
payable in August.

Karachi Stock Exchange Index, 
which stood at 19,916 on 11 
May 2013, the day the 
elections were held, has 
continuously scaled new 
heights and stood at 29,543 
on 29 May 2014, showing an 
increase of 46%.

Fiscal deficit: Government 
aims to reduce the fiscal 
deficit still further from 5.8% 
of GDP to 4.9% of GDP.

New Jobs: A detailed study on 
the impact of 3G-4G 
technology on employment 
has estimated some 900,000 
jobs will be created in the next 
four years.

Protecting the Poor: Funds 
allocation for Benazir Income 
Support Program is increased 
to Rs 118 billion. Monthly 
stipend under the program 
will now be Rs 1500 per 
month.

ICT Scholarship Program: 
Rs.125 million have been 
allocated out of National ICT 
R&D Fund to provide 500 
scholarships in a transparent 
manner.

Water: Rs.42 billion allocated 
for projects in various parts of 
the country.

Power: Rs.205 billion 
allocated for this vital sector, 
except US $ 700 million IMF 
grant for different power 
projects.

Railways: Rs.77 billion for 45 

development schemes and 
pay & pensions of railway 
employees.

Human Development: An 
allocation of Rs.20 billion for 
188 projects of the Higher 
Education Commission.

Agriculture: National Food 
Security Council has been 
established. The council will 
be responsible for ensuring 
policy coordination across 
provinces and relating to 
productivity improvements, 
market reforms, value addition 
and prices that ensure stable 
incomes for farmers.

Housing: Three initiatives 
taken for housing sector which 
are: Low Cost Housing 
Guarantee Scheme, Mortgage 
Refinance Company, Revival 
and Restructuring of House 
Building Finance Company 
Limited.

Pakistan Development Funds: 
Rs.157 billion have been 
allocated for PDF.
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Ahmed Bilal Masud, an electrical engineer by profession is at the forefront of 
a leading telecom company, Huawei Pakistan as the Deputy CEO. After 
completing his degree from NUST (National University of Science and 
Technology), he set off for work in the telecom industry in 1997 when 

Pakistan had only two telecom operators. 

The launch of pre-paid service brought revolution in country’s 
telecom industry. Bilal was among those favoring the introduction 
of pre-paid to extend the mobile-reach to common people. 
However, some telecom marketers were against the move.  “They 
believed that the prepaid service wouldn’t be up-and-coming”, 
Bilal told Economic Affairs in an exclusive interview in Islamabad. 
The reason was that people like to see bills in their hands and 
not paying before consuming a service but it dwelled on and 
Pakistan is now a very innovative market. “We now have CDMA, 
WiMAX, 3G and 4G.” Bilal added.

Before starting work at Huawei, the largest 
telecommunications equipment manufacturer in the world 
and China’s biggest smartphone maker, he went to work at 
Mobilink and Motorola. He is with Huawei operations since 
2007.

Over the past ten years or so, Huawei has achieved some 
milestones as it expanded its market from the home country 
to international penetration in a number of countries 
becoming a global player. 1.4 percent of the company’s 
share capital is owned by Ren Zhengfei, the founder and 
CEO of Huawei, with the remainder of the company jointly 
owned by 84,000 of its employees.

Huawei claims to connect a third of the world’s population. 
After Apple and Samsung, it is the world’s third largest maker 

of smartphones. In this interview, he talks about how Huawei 
excelled in Pakistan and how is the company facilitating the 

introduction of new spectrum in Pakistan. 

E.A. Pakistan is a very competitive market for telecom sector 
companies. How did you approach the growth challenges?

Ahmed Bilal: The Pakistan telecom sector has emerged as one of the 
fastest growing sectors across Asia, wherein the country has realized 
the benefits achieved from the telecom deregulation around the 

world. Today the total teledensity in Pakistan stands at 77.97% 
and with total cellular subscribers at 136.4 million, the market has 
indeed become competitive for telecom sector companies. 
Huawei is one of the global leaders in the telecom space and its 
presence in Pakistan is a testimony and recognition of the 
potential this country has in terms of growth. As the head of the 
company here it is my endeavor to pursue all challenges via the 
offering of our cutting-edge technologies and through team 
work. 

Huawei exists to serve customers, whose demands are the 
driving force behind our development. We continuously work 
to create long-term value for customers by being responsive 

to their needs and requirements. We measure our work 
against how much value we bring to customers, 
because we can only succeed through our 
customers’ success.
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That is why almost every telecom 
company is associated with Huawei. 
Huawei is providing technical 
support to almost all telecom sector 
companies operating in Pakistan 
including the five leading mobile 
service provides.

Moreover, Huawei enjoys excellent 
credibility among the financial 
sector institutions; therefore our 
clients also get benefit of this 
credibility and easily secure 
finances for extension projects. 

E.A. What are the prospects of 
telecom sector expansion in 
Pakistan after introduction of next 
generation spectrum?

Ahmed Bilal: There is a lot of 
expectation and excitement about 
the launch of next-generation 
technologies in Pakistan. These 
advanced technologies have proven 
to be highly successful in all 
countries which have deployed it 
since quite some time now. It will 
bring a data revolution in Pakistan 
and enable the country, its 
institutions and its citizens to have 
access to swifter communications. 

The launch of 3G in Pakistan will 
benefit all. Government will benefit 
by increased tax revenues from 
telecom sector, mobile operators 
will benefit by increased business 
volumes and more profits, the 
venders by providing equipment, 
technical support and getting 
business. Above all mobile users are 
getting benefit of an efficient 
service that facilitates in their work, 
business and makes their life easy. 
Most importantly, the new spectrum 
will bring new opportunities for the 
people of Pakistan and the business. 
So the new spectrum is going to 
push the whole cycle of economy.  

In Huawei, we are committed to 
roll-out high-speed broadband 
networks, make it affordable as well 
as universally accessible.

E.A. What were the challenges and 
the key elements of the 
transformation to next generation 
spectrum? 

Ahmed Bilal: Most of the telecom 
companies in Pakistan were well 
prepared to deploy the new 
generation technology as issue of 
licenses was imminent. It is 
praiseworthy that the government 
made a concerted effort to 
announce and conduct a successful 

auction of the spectrum. The 
transformation of the technology 
will enable companies to offer 
enhanced services and also to 
strengthen quality standards. 
Huawei is excited about the great 
future this country has in the 
telecommunication sector and 
stands committed to providing the 
ultimate in technology equipment 
and services.   Huawei has upgraded 
the technical base of all winners of 
new spectrum auction is a week time 
and have started providing 3 G 
service to their subscribers in major 
cities. The initial feedback of 3G trial 
is very positive and all the four 
companies are satisfied. Soon, the 
3G network will be made available 
across Pakistan.  

E.A. How do you tackle the enormous 
diversity in Pakistan between the 
stages of development in different 
cities and regions and also the 
security concerns?

Ahmed Bilal: We understand the 
challenge of security is huge for 
everyone working here. But at the 
same time, the government’s 
support is commendable to help 
business function. There are 
disruptions, there are challenges 
every day, however, we are not 
alone.   Pakistan is a great prospect 
for all of the companies to do 
business. Huawei follows the goal of 
empowering countries and guiding 
them to become prosperous. We are 
planning to expand our network in 
many other cities of the country. 
This will help them to use our 
products much more easily.

E.A. What are Huawei’s growth 
targets and overall goals for future?

Ahmed Bilal: Huawei is here to stay 
which clearly means that our goals 
and targets are to be a reliable 
partner of ICT for people of Pakistan. 
We envision tremendous growth in 
the Pakistani market now and in the 
immediate future and therefore, 
have taken appropriate steps to 
meet the challenges of time.  
Pakistan is a large country of more 
than 180 million people and with 
mobile penetration at 72 percent 
the growth in mobile financial 
services is ready to boom.  Huawei's 
vision is to enrich life through 
communication and enhancing its 
contribution to bring sustainable 
development in societies and the 
economy.

E.A. How is your feeling working in 

Huawei as a non-Chinese?

Ahmed Bilal: Huawei is a global 
company which believes in adding 
value to every culture. We are 
focused in delivering equal 
opportunities for employees across 
the world. No matter which region, 
race or cast they belong; we are 
equal opportunity providers. 
Huawei is based on international 
and global recognition.

I have worked with several 
multi-national companies including 
a few US based franchises as well; 
and I believe Huawei is the 
organization that brings sustainable 
development in every society and 
economy.

E.A. Is Huawei doing something 
fulfilling its Corporate Social 
Responsibilities in Pakistan?

Ahmed Bilal: Corporate and 
individual patronage is one the core 
responsibility of Huawei. We are 
very keen in taking active 
participation in social projects. As 
good corporate citizens of Pakistan; 
it’s our duty to work for the 
betterment of society. 

Huawei is always lively in 
promoting CSR activities. Some of 
our projects include cultural 
promotion, where we invested in 
bringing Chinese language teachers 
to Cadet Colleges of Pakistan; a step 
designed to initiate new 
opportunities for local 
communities. 

Huawei is a technology oriented 
company, much of our activities are 
focused on empowering youth 
through new technological 
programs. More recently, we setup 
Datacom and Cloud computing Lab 
in NUST, Rawalpindi as technology 
partners, providing modernize 
equipment’s for students to use. 
Besides, Huawei has participated in 
social causes including donation, 
internship programs, and tree 
plantation, etc. 

These are a few activities which 
demonstrate Huawei‘s commitment 
to bring long term development in 
Pakistan.

Maria Khalid
the Deputy Editor of this magazine.
email: editor@economicaffairs.info



Underground
Economy

014 is a key transition year 
for Afghanistan, with the 
presidential elections in 
progress and the 

withdrawal of international security 
forces scheduled for the end of the 
year. In this context, Afghanistan's 
security situation is likely to remain 
complex. The number of internally 
displaced people (IDPs) is currently 
estimated at some 600,000 and this 
figure may rise further in 2014. The 
withdrawal of the international 
forces is expected to have security 
implications, and therefore 
Afghanistan continues to be at the 
center stage of world’s largest 
migration operation. The unstable 
socio-economic and security 
situation in Pakistan can be further 
exacerbated by many Afghans 
migrating to towns and cities in 
Pakistan thus contributing to rising 
poverty and unemployment. The 
complex challenges related to 
migration and economic 
displacement requires attention 
within broader management and 
planning frameworks. The main 
groups of people of concern 
planned for in 2014 under the 
Afghanistan operation are the 
Afghan refugees coming to Pakistan 
who are forced to flee because of 
conflict and general insecurity and 

those other foreign nationals who 
are seeking asylum in Pakistan.

As mass migration studies have 
revealed, refugees in Pakistan from 
Afghanistan were predominantly 
staying on without a permit and 
without being entitled to pursue 
regular work. It was further 
uncovered that many legal refugees 
carried out unregistered work in 
agriculture, building, housekeeping, 
street trading, small manufacturing 
firms and within urban services. The 
huge involvement of refugee 
workers in the underground 
economy is often seen as an 
indicator of an oversupply of 
refugees. The underground 
economy, however, has been well 
established in Pakistan for a 
considerable period and refugees 
from Afghanistan cannot be said to 
have brought it about, although they 
have doubtless contributions 
towards its continuation. Most 
refugees are employed in 
occupations which are at risk of 
being priced out of the market 
because of their high labour 
intensity and low growth in 
productivity. 

The only means of reducing the 
labour costs is to employ workers on 

an irregular basis. Northern regions 
are close to full employment and in 
the southern areas most job seekers 
are educated youths living with 
parents who can support their wait 
for a suitable opportunity. The 
national supply of labour power 
amenable to giving up the 
guarantees of regular jobs thus has 
been exhausted necessitating the 
demand for immigration to Middle 
East and Europe. Migratory chains 
transmit an image of Pakistan being 
a country where it is easy to stay and 
to earn an income, even in the 
absence of a permit to stay and the 
presence of a significant 
underground economy means that 
Pakistan exerts a particular pull 
effect on those migrants and 
refugees particularly across the 
western border to become more 
prone to accepting irregular 
conditions.The theoretical literature 
on the relationship between the tax 
system and the ‘underground’ 
economy examines that tax evasion 
is possible in one sector of the 
economy, but is impossible in the 
other.  This proves that a rise in the 
tax rate increases (decreases) the 
number of agents in the sector in 
which tax evasion is possible if 
preferences exhibit increasing 
(decreasing) relative risk aversion. 
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There is a widespread notion that a 
substantial and enlarged share of 
transactions takes place outside the 
official economy. This stands, in 
particular, for developing and 
transition but also for high income 
economies. Such transactions are 
unrecorded by the system of 
national income accounting, which 
has become the accepted standard 
in all countries of the world. The 
existence and spread of an 
underground economy gives rise to 
three principle concerns. The 
economic and social conditions of 
individuals, household and 
countries are assessed in a biased 
way if one relies on the official 
statistics. Thus, the official statistics 
of unemployed individuals may 
hide that an (unknown) share of 
them actually work and receive 
wage income. As a consequence, the 
macroeconomic policies are likely 
to be too expansive and social 
policy too excessive. A second 
concern is the loss of tax revenue as 
underground transactions escape 
taxation. Finally the third concern 
reflects the underground economy 
as an indicator of an unhealthy state 
between citizens and government. 
The taxpayers are disappointed with 
what public services they get for 
their contributions and seek to reset 
the balance by evading to the 
underground economy. It is the 
worry, that such reaction makes 
government unable to finance the 
public goods necessary for an 
economy and society. In contrast, 
opponents of government welcome 
such a development.

Tax scandals involving the rich and 
famous make eye-catching news 
headlines. They also are part of a 
significant and growing economic 
problem - the "shadow economy" 
that defrauds the government. Frank 
Cowell is one of the world’s leading 
contributors to the theoretical 
economic analysis of tax evasion. In 
his book he has systematically 
studied the underground economy 
to examine how certain types of 
economic analysis can be applied to 
tax evaders. He recommends 
measures that can be taken to 
counteract the problem. Cowell's 
investigation reveals the 
shortcomings of applying standard 
economic models of crime to tax 
evasion. He developed an analytical 
framework that shows how the 
underground economy grows and 
suggests simple economic 
mechanisms that will induce the 
behaviour that leads to tax evasion. 
Having laid the analytical 
groundwork, he observes that 
standard welfare-based arguments 
against cheating are "decidedly 
flaccid" and points the political 
economists toward a formidable 
policy that is informed by economic 
analysis, particularly in terms of 
scope and practicality. 

At a time of tumultuous stock 
markets and fears of global 
meltdown, the world economy in 
2014 is an uncertain and nervous 
place. Will more countries 
economically collapse? Will the 
stock market crash? Can recession, 
or depression, be avoided? In the 

third world countries, the concerns 
are less about lifestyle and more 
about life and death. What will be 
the impact of the current 
geo-political situation on growth in 
Pakistan’s economy? The hope for a 
better and prosperous life for 
ordinary people has been negated 
and not seriously searched by the 
political economists in the recently 
announced budget.

This debate is increasingly focused 
on the big question. How will the 
money now be found to realise this 
ambition? IMF has concluded that 
the necessary money, and more, is 
already available – if only those who 
owe it would pay up. We are talking 
about tax. This article attempts to 
analyse the scandal of cheating the 
system “the underground economy 
“that allows the richest to evade 
taxation and duck their 
responsibilities while condemning 
the poorest to stunted development 
and heavy burden of taxes. This is in 
part to do with super-rich 
individuals but largely to do with 
governments, including the Pakistan 
government, who have let this 
situation develop and persist. But it 
is mostly about the influential and 
the big wielding their enormous 
power to avoid the attentions of the 
tax man – with devastating
results.
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hite collar crime as a 
unique form of illegal 
behaviour received 
significance in 

literary notes since Sutherland 
introduced the concept in his 1939 
presidential address to the 
American Sociological Society. It is 
often not dramatic, exciting, or 
interesting to hear about, and many 
people don’t understand how white 
collar crimes actually can have its 
effect on economy. However, white 
collar crime-the violation of 
criminal law by a person of high 
socio-economic status in the 
course of occupational activity is 
now narrowly focused upon in the 
judgements of budget formation 
and economic analysis.

White collar crime is a widespread 
problem that doesn’t receive a lot 
of attention. Everyone knows what 
a murder, robbery, or rape is, and 
can process these emotional events 

that evoke feelings of anger, 
disgust, and sadness within people 
of all ages and classes. 
Unfortunately, white collar crime 
does not have this same reaction. 
Securities fraud or corrupt loans do 
not stir up feelings of rage and 
disappointment in most people 
instead of increase feelings of 
confusion. This often means white 
collar crime does not receive a big 
focus, both in the media and when 
crime prevention budgets are 
formed.

At the same time white collar crime 
is not receiving a proper focus and 
budget, its true cost is not being 
measured. There are huge ripple 
effects that stem from a white 
collar crime, such as job loss, stock 
price drops, consumer price 
increases, court costs, and jail time 
after conviction, never mind the 
actual cost of the crime itself. All of 
these ripples are extremely costly 

and after extensive research it is 
not clear they are not being fully 
accounted for in the total cost of 
white collar crime. It is difficult to 
comprehend the sheer number of 
people impacted by white collar 
crime, as well as the colossal 
monetary impact on business and 
society. The total cost is probably 
much higher than measured since it 
is so challenging to put a price on 
some of the ripple effects. 
Although impossible to truly 
capture the total cost of white 
collar crime and all aftereffects 
from it, the full impact on business 
and society is massive and warrants 
a more proportional resource 
allocation going forward.

The most common white-collar 
offenses include antitrust 
violations, computer and internet 
fraud, credit card fraud, phone and 
telemarketing fraud, bankruptcy 
fraud, healthcare fraud, 
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environmental law violations, 
insurance fraud, mail fraud, 
government fraud, tax evasion, 
financial fraud, securities fraud, 
insider trading, bribery, kickbacks, 
counterfeiting, public corruption, 
money laundering, embezzlement, 
economic espionage and trade 
secret theft.

Now that it is evident white collar 
crime exists, but is not receiving 
equal media attention or as much 
of a budget as it deserves, and costs 
Pakistan a huge sum of money each 
year, it is time to focus on what 
actually goes into this total cost of 
white collar crime. The amount 
of money that white collar crime 
costs each year is astronomical, 
but that number is not making a 
big enough effect on people. 
This section of the paper 
attempts to analyze some of the 
major ripple effects of white 
collar crime and perhaps make it 
a little easier to understand why 
it is so expensive, and why there 
needs to be a bigger focus on 
prevention. Overall, it is unclear 
if the CBR is taking into account 
all ripple effects related to fraud 
once these criminals once 
convicted. The government is 
most likely only looking at the 
money lost due to the actual 
fraud or counterfeiting event, 
without looking at some of the 
ripple effects that happen after the 
fraudulent even occurs. Regardless, 
these areas need to be studied and 
understood if Pakistan hopes to 
prevent future white collar crime.

Economic crime is one of the most 
serious crimes endangering the 
national security and public safety 
of any country. It is directly 
associated with legal, political, 
social, human rights and 
development issues. In particular, 
economic crime harms Third World 
countries such as Pakistan where 
poverty is prevalent and the 
economy is poor and supported by 
foreign aid and loans. White-collar 
employees like higher government 
officials and businessmen play a 
key role in creating and increasing 
economic crimes, namely 
corruption, embezzlement and 
fraud, all over the world. It is 
therefore important that any form 
of economic crime is identified and 
punished severely, by appropriate 
prison terms according to the 

seriousness of the offence. By 
applying these kinds of penalties 
to economic criminals, the rate and 
frequency of economic crime can 
be minimised and, simultaneously, 
pave a way to the fundamental 
practices of democracy, 
government transparency and the 
dominance of the rule of law in the 
country. It remains prudent as a 
forensic psychologist to explain the 
effect of corruption in Third World 
countries and ways in which it can 
be combated, in particular by the 
imposition of heavy penalties on 
those who choose to commit 
economic crimes in Pakistan. It is 

argued that this must be done to 
protect human rights, to bring 
about political and social 
stabilisation, to ensure effective 
and even distribution of national 
wealth and, eventually, to secure 
democracy and sustainable 
development.

Capturing the true cost of white 
collar crime is impossible, but by 
studying the ripple effects that 
occur when a corporate crime is 
committed, it is clear that more 
resources need to go towards 
preventing the crime from 
happening because the after 
effects on business and society are 
devastating. In no way does this 
mean the effects of blue collar or 
violent crime are not disastrous or 
should have resources taken away 
from them; simply that white collar 
crime has such a great impact that 
it cannot be ignored. When a blue 
collar crime is committed, close 
family and sometimes the 
surrounding community feel the 
effects, however when a white 
collar crime is committed the 

effects can be national, or even 
global. Job loss, stock price drops, 
jail time, court costs, and consumer 
price increases occur, costing 
billions of dollars. It is dangerous to 
society when these things happen. 
Each ripple effect can cause even 
more ripple effects, creating a 
spinoff that never ends. This makes 
it extremely challenging to 
quantify a single white collar crime, 
never mind an attempt to quantify 
white collar crime for the entire 
nation. The facts are evident; white 
collar crime is costing Pakistan 
millions and becoming dangerous 
to business and society.

Pakistan faces many economic 
challenges. Resources investment 
is falling sharply, major closures 
are occurring in manufacturing 
and many trade-exposed 
companies face severe pressures 
from a stubbornly low fuel 
shortage supply. Employment 
growth has been sluggish for 
some time, with hours worked 
rising by only about 1 per cent per 
year for the last five years. It is 
much more likely now that 
consumer spending will slow as 
sentiment falls, compounding 
rather than off-setting the impact 
of falling resources investment 

and manufacturing closures. If the 
economy does slow further this will 
not only hurt many individuals and 
families but also eliminate the 
government’s prospects of 
reducing the budget deficit. How 
did we come to this parlous 
situation, and what can be done 
about it? The government is clear 
that we face a national crisis in 
terms of deficits and debt, and that 
budget repair must take priority. 
With inflation having such a 
massive impact on society it is 
crucial to prevent huge scandals 
from happening in the future and 
keep the financial volatility that 
comes with white collar crime to a 
minimum. Nothing will be worse for 
the economy, nor for the 
government, than a long period of 
uncertainty, stretching into 
2014-15.
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People demand freedom of 
speech as a compensation 
for the freedom of thought 
which they seldom use”, 

wrote Kierkegaard realizing that 
there are very few men who can 
afford to think, and a whole lot of 
humanity wanting to speak. Speech 
admittedly comes more trippingly on 
the tongue than losing one’s head on 
a hard issue. There are men who can 
effectively speak and yet prefer to 
stay silent. It is then said that their 
reticence speaks more eloquently 

than their speech. Then there are 
people who thrive on their or 
people’s right to speak, about whom 
Khushwant Singh has quoted Philip 
Howard’s cheeky remarks that, 
“Journalists are like dogs. When one 
barks, the whole pack takes up the 
howl and for a week or two the world 
seems full of nothing but sentencing 
for rape, say. Then the subject 
becomes boring and the pack moves 
on”. But Khushwant Singh was wise 
enough to take up cudgels on behalf 
of his fraternity to debunk the 

politician’s habit of 
journalist-bashing by terming the 
politicians as crooked as a dog’s hind 
legs. Not only has the freedom of 
speech added colour and zest to our 
lives and made it more democratic 
and accountable but it has also left 
deep imprints on the course of 
history.

It has been said that the history of 
civilizations is the history of 
conscientious objections which 
radically changed the course of 
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events. 

The problem with the democratic 
governments of today is how to allow 
freedom of speech to their citizens 
by simultaneously ensuring peace, 
order and tranquility. Experience has 
shown that there is no such thing as 
absolute or unqualified freedom of 
speech because an un-bridled use of 
this freedom would surely bring 
chaos and disorder. Hence even in 
the most liberal democracies of the 
world, severe limitations have been 
imposed on the freedom of speech. 
The American Constitution 
considered to be the most liberal 
document through its First 
Amendment has restrained the 
congress from making any law 
“…abridging the freedom of speech, 
or of the press; or the right of the 
people peaceably to assemble…” 
which has been interpreted by the 
Supreme Court over a long period of 
time to include nearly all the 
restrictions which have been 
specifically mentioned in the 
constitution of Pakistan. Thus in 
America the freedom of speech is 
restricted by factors which include 
speech involving incitement, false 
statement of fact, obscenity, child 
pornography, threats, speech owned 
by others etc., Besides these, the 
freedom of speech also does not 
allow slander, libel, sedition, 
copy-right infringement and 
revelation of classified knowledge. 
Viewed against these restrictions on 
the American society, the 
Constitution of Pakistan under 
Article 19 explicitly lays down that,  
“Every citizen shall have the right to 
freedom of speech and freedom of 

press, subject to any reasonable 
restrictions imposed by law in the 
interest of the glory of Islam, or the 
integrity, security and defence of 
Pakistan or any part thereof, friendly 
relations with foreign states, public 
order, decency or morality, or in 
relation to contempt of court, 
commission or incitement to an 
offence”. In the Indian Constitution 
too, under Articles 19, 20, 21 and 22 
the same restrictions have been 
placed on the freedom of speech 
with the only difference that in India 
only those reasonable restrictions 
are considered valid which are 
imposed by a duly enacted law and 
not by an executive action. Thus the 
entire gamut of law on the freedom 
of speech leads one to conclude that, 
“Your freedom to swing your fists 
ends where my nose starts”.

The recent murderous attack in 
Karachi on Mr. Hamid Mir, a renowned 
journalist of a leading media house 
has opened a debate on the freedom 
of speech and propriety in this case 
of display of the picture of the head 
of a premier intelligence agency of 
Pakistan for nearly 8 hours on its 
media channel in a way tending to 
scandalize this important organ of 
the State and without concrete 
evidence presenting a mere 
suspicion as a fact making the public 
believe as if the attack was launched 
by the Agency’s head. The incident 
has a legal as well as an executive 
angle. On the legal side it leads to an 
offence of attempt to murder which 
after police investigation would be 
tried and decided by the court of 
competent jurisdiction, while on the 
executive side due to the way it has 

been flashed on the electronic media 
the matter falls in the purview of 
PEMRA. After the Sikander incident 
of Blue Area of Islamabad in August 
2013, a commission to formulate a 
code of conduct for the electronic 
media was constituted, which it has 
been reported, has submitted its 
recommendations to the respective 
Standing Committee of the 
Parliament without further progress. 
The case relating to the attack on Mr. 
Hamid Mir hinges on the 
complainant’s suspicion on the 
intelligence agency whom he 
implicates on the basis of his 
pre-announced doubt. Doubt or 
suspicion however strong always 
falls short of the force of hard 
evidence or even secondary 
evidence and therefore conviction on 
that basis alone cannot stand. 

However the fact of scandalizing the 
incident and bringing the Agency and 
its head into dispute on the basis of 
suspicion alone has grave 
consequences for the media house. 
The law relating to libel and slander 
as enunciated under Art. 19 of 
Pakistan’s constitution, (and even the 
constitutions of other countries like 
the US, UK or India) do not permit 
presenting or publishing a suspicion 
as fact, nor the code of ethics of 
journalistic bodies of Pakistan like 
PFUJ or CPNE allow publication of 
un-verified matters as facts.
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exual deviancy is not a 
protected civil right. 
Sexual deviancy exists 
and is noted by clinical 

psychiatrists.  But deviants should 
not receive hugs at the White 
House and a welcomed berth in the 
military. President Barack Obama is 
the  Commander-in-Chief of the 
combined military forces of the 
United States of America.  He 
maintains an unusual focus on 
detrimental policy changes that 
weaken the traditions and  morale 
of a  professional standing army. 
Why such intense personal 
interest?

The door was closed the day that 
my Navy  OIC (officer in charge) sat 
with me and the ten year 
(mandatory) review of a secret 
clearance landed on his desk. The 
officer under review was in my 
department and under my direct 
command. He had an incident of 

public lewdness, an unusual 
behavior, which had resulted in a 
civilian arrest. This arrest was now 
red-flagged. I was asked to pull one 
of two legal levers. The officer 
could be recommended for a 
psychiatric evaluation or processed 
for discharge.  I chose the latter. 
Performance was not lacking in his 
duties. But it was time for him to 
put his uniform up. He had lost the 
right to wear it.

Things have changed drastically 
since the designation of Barack 
Obama as Commander-in-Chief . 
The man has not served within our 
ranks nor does he understand the 
subtle nuances of maintaining 
good order and discipline. We do 
have an Activist-in-Chief who 
believes that members of the LGBT 
(lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender) community must have 
unfettered access to oath, uniform, 
and military benefits.

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel 
states he is open to a review of a 
military ban on “transgender 
individuals”.  Notice he uses the 
word “individuals”.  He is unable to 
identify a transgender based on 
socially acceptable means because 
this individual, may as of yet, not 
be fully surgically “reassigned”. 
Man, woman or bearded lady. Who 
cares?

These things get tricky. Bradley 
Manning  was the source for a huge 
cache of WikiLeaks documents.   He 
now considers himself to be 
“Chelsea Manning”.  He remains 
incarcerated within a male military 
prison at Leavenworth.

Ignoring the obvious, the Secretary 
of the Defense-of-Deviancy opines, 
the transgender issue is “a bit more 
complicated because it has a 
medical component to it.”  Yep. 
Bradley may be sporting a blonde 
wig and lipstick. But until he 
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undergoes multiple facial 
feminization surgeries and has his 
penis amputated, testes removed, 
and tissue used to construct a fake 
birth canal and labia, he is just 
plain old “Bradley”.

We were appalled when thirty-nine 
members of a cult, “Heaven's Gate” 
took phenobarbitol and washed it 
down with vodka in an act of mass 
suicide back in 1997. Were we just 
as appalled that these men 
consented to castration for the 
privilege of hitching a ride on a 
comet?  When a man consents to  
castration for reasons which are 
not life-threatening it is a sign of 
mental illness.

Amputation of manhood. The 
only time I have seen this 
procedure was with a penile 
cancer diagnosis. The urethra was 
re-routed so this poor man could 
squat like a woman for the 
remainder of his life. I felt 
tremendous sympathy for his 
plight. Silence was better than to 
try to formulate empty words of 
comfort.

But what about those who engage 
self-mutilation to achieve a change 

in body image which seeks to 
superficially change what cannot 
be changed: the individual genome 
map? Beyond the self-mutilation – 
yes, the individual signs a legal 
document to be surgically 
mutilated – is the need for  

hormone therapy. Crazy is crazy. 
But simple minds make simple 
plans.  Flood our ranks with 
individuals with severe gender 
fragmentation. Now that, is genius 
coming down a crooked path, from 
a crooked mind.

Drilled into my psyche as I moved 
from a Lieutenant junior grade to 
the rank of a Lieutenant 
Commander in the Naval Reserves 
was the following:  A morale 
problem is a leadership problem. 
And the push for transgenders into 
our ranks is creating a morale 
problem for the troops. We might 

as well burn the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice. Transgenders 
today. Pedophiles and men who 

like to sleep with goats, tomorrow. 
Some of our finest, our quietly 
leaving.

Mr. Hagel is correct that the issue is 
complicated. Yep, it is  a morale and 
welfare ThreatCon. In the field, we 
shower in open bay areas. No big 

deal.  I can step into a shower with 
six other women, take my allotted 
three minutes, dry off and move on.  
But I will not step into a shower 
with Bradley/Chelsea. Nope.  That 
is creepy.

What about military physical 
standards?  In the Navy, the 
bi-annual fitness test requires a set 
minimum for curl-ups, push-ups 
and the 1.5 mile run.  Run times for 
women are slightly more generous 
than those for men.  You get the 
point.

If President Obama gets his way the 
favoritism, entitlement, and 

wink-and-a-nod will be apparent. 
I am not quite sure what to call 
men who want to become 
women. But I do think “Eunuchs 
Corps” is a good designation for 
the new branch.   President 
Obama's reliance on a flawed 
signature statement, “It is the 
right thing to do” is a bold-faced 
lie which must be exposed. An 
oath passed my lips. My conduct 
and corroborated mental health 

gave me that right. I oppose 
transgenders in our military 
formation.

What is the monetary cost should 
we accept these wannabees?  
Male-to-female gender 
reassignment is a costly endeavor. 
Male-to-female feminization 
surgeries (12 surgeries in this 
category alone) have a price tag of 
greater than $70,000 U.S. dollars.  
Throw in  upper and lower body 
procedures and the tax burden is 
enormous. Will transgenders join 
the military to learn the art of war 
or to commit fraud to pay for their 
compulsions? The Pentagon has 
made an unprecedented move. A 
convicted military leaker of 
sensitive documents which may 
have resulted in the death of a few, 
is going to receive an enormous gift 
from  taxpayers. We will pay for Pvt. 
Bradley Manning's physical 
mutilation.
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But secondly you say 
'society must exact 
vengeance, and society must 
punish'. Wrong on both 

counts. Vengeance comes from the 
individual and punishment from 
God.” 

Victor Hugo, The Last Day of a 
Condemned Man

The United States. 2014. 21st 
century. Capital punishment still 
exists in full fervor in 32 out of 50 
states. Shocking. Cruel and Unusual.  

On April 29, 2014 in the state of 
Oklahoma, Clayton Lockett, a death 
row inmate died after suffering a 
heart attack due to a failed 
execution of a lethal injection. That's 
not all. He was administered an 
untested mixture, a "cocktail" so to 
speak, of drugs previously untested 
for executions in the United States. 
The execution was halted but 
Lockett died 43 minutes after that 
fact, during which time he went 
through excruciating pain, 
convulsed, tried to rise from the 
execution table fourteen times….in 
short, a nightmare was in progress.

The reason behind what has 
commonly been called now a 
"botched execution" was due to the 
fact that many European companies 
which provide a necessary drug 
known as propofol (largely used as a 
sedative and anesthetic) for the 
lethal cocktail have ceased to 
provide it for purposes of lethal 
injections, as the European Union is 
staunchly against the death penalty. 
The EU has enacted strict export 
controls on a number of drugs. The 
European Commission announced in 
December that it wanted to ensure 
none were being sold for use in 
“capital punishment, torture or 
other cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment or punishment.”

In the past, the United States had 
practiced executions with the use of 

the electric chair and even by firing 
squad. Some states such as Virginia 
still use the electric chair. What was 
shockingly surprising after the mess 
and embarrassment of Lockett's 
botched execution was that instead 
of reviewing and contemplating 
seriously about the cruelty of the 
death penalty, what some states 
have decided to do is to choose 
other methods, those methods used 
in the past, to continue practicing it! 
Some states have started to decide 
on bringing back the electric chair 
and…yes, even the firing squad.

Other methods of execution were 
used less and less and a preference 
for lethal injections was seen over 
the years as it was considered a 
more "humane" form of executing 
death row inmates. The question is: 
is there anything "humane" about 
killing a human being, no matter 
what his crime is and no matter how 
guilty he is? It is baffling to even 
think that anyone with a sane mind 
could consider anything humane in 
the execution of another human 
being.

Not to mention that it is common 
practice in a US execution to allow 
members of the victims' families to 
sit in and watch the spectacle, as 
apparently as this process provides 
some sort of catharsis and closure to 
the family members and loved ones 
of the victim. No, this is not 
medieval Europe when public 
executions were probably one of the 
biggest sources of entertainment for 
the masses. This is the United States 
in 2014. Enough said?

A very interesting and heart 
wrenching article recently 
published by a human rights lawyer 
aptly pointed out that while the 
United States is at it, why not widely 
nationally televise executions for 
the entire country to witness?  
Basically, the point being…where 
does this madness end? Where is 
the line drawn and will it ever be 

drawn? What does it say about a 
society and its core values when it 
can condone the willful killing of 
human beings and join together to 
actually witness it to achieve a sense 
of relief and closure? In countries 
where the death penalty has been 
abolished, do families of victims not 
manage to deal with their grief? 
What seems clear from this is that a 
society gets accustomed to what is 
allowed to them. There is no more 
reason for Americans to actually 
physically witness the killing of the 
person who has caused their family 
harm and for American society to 
extract justice in doing so any more 
than for instance, in Europe.

Granted, we are not talking about 
the execution of an innocent person 
with regards to Lockett. He was 
accused of kidnapping, beating and 
burying alive a young woman. Such 
atrocious crimes should obviously 
never go unpunished and thank 
goodness the perpetrator was 
caught. However, the quintessential 
question which arises with regards 
to the matter of capital punishment 
is this: is it the least bit moral, 
logical, humane or even normal to 
murder a human being who has 
murdered or committed any other 
crime? Do two wrongs make a right?

The Eighth Amendment to the US 
Constitution prohibits the federal 
government from imposing 
excessive bail, excessive fines or 
cruel and unusual punishments, 
including torture. The U.S. Supreme 
Court has ruled that this 
amendment's Cruel and Unusual 
Punishment Clause also applies to 
the states. A great deal has been said 
about the Eight Amendment 
following Lockett's execution. 
However, has it thus far been 
applied? Not really.

There is absolutely no doubt that 
"cruel and unusual" only begins to 
describe what the death penalty 
entails. There is no morality or 
dignity in a form of justice, or lack of 
it, which finds any legality or 
normality in murdering human 
beings in the pretext of obtaining 
that justice.

“
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slamabad-based think tank 
Sustainable Development Policy 
Institute (SDPI) revealed that the 
government sector companies 

were the highest tax payers in the 
Fiscal Year 2012-13 which was very 
encouraging and an example set for 
others, Dr. Abid Suleri, Executive 
Director, SDPI said while addressing a 
media briefing. 

He said that the SDPI examined the 
FBR tax directory and concluded that 
out of total direct taxes Rs 739 billion 
collected in FY 2012-13, Rs 344.67 
billion or 47 % of the total income 
tax was deducted from at-source as 
this tax was paid by the registered 
business enterprises. He apprised the 
media that the FBR collected Rs 
395.01 billion or 53% from 
individuals or non-registered 
entities.

A total of 26,600 or 41 per cent of all 
registered businesses, either 
companies or Associations of Persons 
(AOPs) paid zero tax to FBR. AOPs are 
registered in the provinces under the 
Partnership Act of 1932 with 
provincial governments whereas 
companies are registered with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
of Pakistan (SECP) under Companies 
Ordinance 1984.

Giving details, Suleri said, the state 
-run OGDCL was the largest tax payer 
company with total tax payment of Rs 
36.96 billion, followed by Pakistan 
Petroleum, which paid a tax of Rs 
15.40 billion.

“Other large tax payer company was 
Habib Bank Limited (HBL) with a tax 
payment of Rs 11.78 billion”, he said 
adding that “the Government 
Holdings Company paid Rs. 10.75 
billion, Fauji Fertilizer Rs 9.90 billion, 

Muslim Commercial Bank, PSO, UBL, 
Pak Arab Refinery, Kotadu Power, BHP 
Petroleum, ABL, Bank Al Habib, PTA, 
Pakistan Oil Field, Unilever are also 
part of billions tax payer club”, he 
added.

According to available data, by June 
30, 2013, a total of 61,989 
companies were registered with the 
SECP, whereas only 23,845 or 38 % 
registered companies filed tax 
returns with the FBR, he argued.

Analysis shows that only 13,206 
companies (21 per cent) paid income 
tax in the tax year 2012-13, meaning 
that 62 per cent (38,144 companies) 
of the companies registered by the 
SECP were non-tax compliant. As 
many as 10,639 corporate taxpayers 
have paid no taxes to the income tax 
department in the year 2013. Though 
these companies filed tax returns, but 
they paid zero taxes.

However, it is important to note that 
the tax contribution of the 21 per 
cent of registered companies who did 
pay their taxes was Rs315.85 billion 
or 43 per cent of the total direct tax 
collection for the year 2012-13.

The state’s own enterprises were 

revealed to be the highest tax payers. 
Oil and Gas Development Company 
(OGDCL) was the largest taxpayer 
with a total payment of Rs36.96 
billion, followed by Pakistan 
Petroleum, which paid taxes worth 
Rs15.40 billion.

Other large taxpayers included Habib 
Bank Limited (HBL) with Rs11.78 
billion, the Government Holdings 
Company with Rs 10.75 billion and 
Fauji Fertilizer with Rs9.90 billion. 

The Muslim Commercial Bank, 
Pakistan State Oil, United Bank 
Limited, Pak-Arab Refinery, ENI, Kot 
Addu Power, BHP Petroleum, Allied 
Bank, Bank Al-Habib, Pakistan 
Telecommunication Authority, 
Pakistan Oil Fields and Unilever were 
among 45 companies which paid 
taxes in excess of one billion rupees 
and their tax contribution amounted 

to Rs192.78 billion.

Thirty-four companies paid between 
Rs 500 million and Rs1 billion in 
taxes and their tax contribution 
added up to Rs22.854 billion. 
Another 242 mid-category 
companies paid taxes between Rs 
100 million and Rs500 million, with a 
total tax contribution of Rs51.509 
billion. Consequently, out of the 
FBR’s total direct tax collection, 
Rs267.24 billion was contributed by 
only 321 companies. According to 
available estimates, the total figure 
of registered AOPs countrywide is 
124,000. Of the total, only 40,700 or 
33 per cent filed tax returns and 
among these 15,961 AOPs paid zero 
rupees in tax, while six filed returns in 
the negative.

Only 24,733 or 20 per cent of the 
AOPs paid any amount of money as 
tax and the total tax contribution of 
AOPs stood at Rs 28.83 billion, 4 per 
cent of total tax revenue.

I

By: Maria Khalid

Govt companies take
lead in paying tax

during 2012-13: SDPI
41 % of all registered
businesses pay taxes

Dr. Abid Suleri, Executive Director. SDPI



With the already deficient snowfall 
melting early and causing waters to 
surge too soon, there could be little 
or no water left in the streams and 
channels by the time farmers need 
to irrigate their crops in June, he 
said.

“I am really perturbed by the 
astounding change in our weather 
pattern," said Nia’at Waali, a 
50-year-old maize farmer in 
Thangai village in the Gupis valley. 
"I have never in my entire life seen 
the mountain streams flowing with 
gushing water and the days getting 
warmer in March, which used to be 
a snowfall month."

Meteorologist Amin said that his 
observations show snowfall season 
now has shrunk to only the months 
of January and February, down from 
five months – November  November 
to March – in 1994.

armers in the valleys of 
northern Pakistan fear for 
the survival of their summer 
crops after a short winter of 

low snowfall altered the flow 
patterns of mountain streams, 
potentially robbing the farmers of 
water they rely on to irrigate their 
fields.

Experts at the Pakistan 
Meteorological Department (PMD) 
and senior weather observers 
posted at stations in Pakistan's 
Upper Indus Basin (UIB) say last 
winter's snowfall in most of the 
valleys of the Gilgit-Balistan 
province was as much as 70 percent 
below that of previous years.

"Not only was snowfall abysmally 
low, but it also started late by over 
two months," said Mohammad 
Amin, meteorologist at PMD's 
observatory station in Skardu 

district, where the Shigar River 
joins the Indus River in the shadow 
of the Karakoram mountain range. 
"And it started to melt in March 
instead of late April in most of the 
valleys of Skardu."

The early thaw meant the swelling 
of mountain streams months earlier 
than usual, said Musa Khan, head of 
the weather observatory station in 
Gupis in the northern 
Gilgit-Baltistan province. That could 
be devastating for farmers, who 
usually only start readying their 
lands for summer crops in May.

"The farmers prepare for cultivating 
summer crops from late May to the 
end of June, when rising 
temperatures usually cause the 
glacial-fed channels and streams to 
start flowing and irrigate the 
ploughed terraced fields," Khan 
said.
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parts of the Gilgit-Balistan province 
as part of an adaptation program," 
said Abid Sher Ali, the state 
minister of Pakistan's water and 
power ministry.

While several planned 
multi-billion-dollar dam projects 
could ease the risk of flooding and 
store water in the lower parts of the 
Gilgit-Balistan province, there is not 
much long-term, local help for the 
northern provinces hit by the 
effects of low snowfall.

"I will have a discussion with the 
provincial government of 
Gilgit-Balistan about the viability of 
building reservoirs," Ali said. "It will 
help reduce the mountain farmers' 
direct reliance on the flowing 
streams."

But reservoirs are only part of the 
answer. Shahana Khan, head of a 
project management unit at the Aga 
Khan Rural Support Programme, 
says that in order for farmers to 
adapt to changing weather 
patterns, they need access to new 
varieties of crop seeds and water 
conservation technologies, along 
with guidance on the various ways 
they can adapt to the impacts of 
climate change. 

“This requires institutions to make 
it all happen,” said Khan. “But with 
mal-functioning and poorly-staffed 
agriculture, irrigation and 
environment departments in most 
of the districts of Gilgit-Baltistan 
province, farmers’ climate woes are 
less likely to be addressed.”

That leaves Pakistan's mountain 
farmers with no other option than 
to guess at what the weather might 
bring next.

"For the last seven to nine years, we 
farmers have been caught 
unprepared and unaware of the 
weird changes in weather patterns, 
snowfall and rainfall," said Karam 
Hayat, a maize farmer in 
Hunza-Nagar valley. "How can we 
respond to these sudden and 
abrupt climatic changes?"

Khan, the weather observer at 
Gupis, suggests "farmers 
desperately need to adapt to erratic 
weather patterns and think of 
preparing their fields in March 
instead of May and June.”

RISING FLOOD RISK?
But shorter winters are not just a 
problem for crops — they can 
threaten lives, experts say.

Faster and earlier glacier melt in 
districts such as Ghizer, Gilgit and 
Hunza is leading rivers to now flow 
higher earlier than they did eight 
years ago – and that higher flow of 
glacier melt water is coming into 
rivers already swollen by monsoon 
rains, said environment and water 
scientist Salar Ali, who works as a 
research consultant with the 
Kathmandu-based International 
Centre for Integrated Mountain 

Development (ICIMOD).

By the time the glacier water surges 
into the Indus River, which runs 
from north to south through the 
Khyber-Pakthunkhwa province, 
Pakistan is in monsoon season. The 
meeting of heavier river flows and 
monsoon rains could lead to severe 
flooding downstream similar to that 
of 2010, which killed over 2,000 
people and affected 20 million 
people, scientists say.

Experts agree that one of the keys 
to helping Pakistan's mountain 
farmers cope with changing climate 
patterns is to increase the use of 
reservoirs, to allow farmers to 
capture flood or surplus water and 
use it later during dry seasons.

"Water from the mountain streams 
can be stored by building reservoirs 
in different valleys in the upper 
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n April 2014, the street children 
from Pakistan had made the 
nation proud by finishing third 
and beating our eastern neighbor 

in the Street Child Football World 
Cup held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
The Pakistan Child Football Team 
returned home with a bronze medal. 

To honor the 
much-celebrated-street-footballers 
from Pakistan, Mr. Afredo Leoni, the 
Ambassador of Brazil to Pakistan, 
hosted a ceremony at the Embassy 
of Brazil in Islamabad on May 19th 
2014, as the 2014 FIFAl World Cup 
draws near which will be held in 
June and July this year. It is the 
second time Brazil is hosting and the 
20th FIFA World Cup overall.

Among the participants of this 
ceremony were all members of 
Pakistan football team, their coach 

Mr. Abdual Rashid, and 
representatives of the three 
Pakistani institutions who support 
the team: Mr. Naveed Hasan Khan 
(Chairman of Azad Foundation), Mr. 
Amjad Rasool (Director of Muslim 
Hands) and Mr. John Wroe, CEO of 
the NGO Street Child World Cup. 

Also among the attendees were 
children from three institutions in 
Islamabad and Rawalpindi who lend 
a hand to the children in need: 
Mashal Model School, Lettuce Bee 
Kids and Rah-e-Amal; students of 
the Portuguese Language Course 
and the Capoeira (the traditional 
Brazilian wrestling sports) Course of 
the Embassy; Mr. Dan Dohrmann 
(Country Representative of UNICEF), 
Mr. Marc Saba (Country 
Representative of UNAIDS), Mr. 
David Skinner (Country 

Representative of Save the Children) 
and Ms. Nageen Hyatt (Director of 
Nomad Culture Centre).

As His Highness Alfredo Leoni 
delivered his welcome address, he 
indicated the importance of sports 
as a tool for social organizations and 
institutions to promote education 
and taking children out of the 
streets. He praised the young 
Pakistani footballers for their 
achievement in Brazil, who are going 
to be an inspiration for all the 
children in Pakistan.

He thanked the representatives of 
Azad Foundation, Muslim Hands, 
Mashal Model School, Luttuce Bee 
Kids and Rah-e-Amal for their 
presence, and praised the excellent 
work done by these institutions to 
help the children in need. 

He then distributed shields to all the 
footballers, their coach, the 
Chairman of Azad Foundation and 
the Director of Muslim Hands, as 
well as prizes to the winners of the 
football goal competition, the 
activity which marked the beginning 
of the event.

This is the second time the Embassy 
of Brazil has hosted an event with 
Pakistani street children. The first 
time was in March/2013, when the 
Embassy brought to Pakistan the 
Brazilian music group “Patubate”, 
which uses recycled and garbage 
items as musical instruments.

I

THY STREET
CHILDREN,
THY PRIDE
New dawn for the street
children footballers

Ambassador of Brazil with distinguish guests 
and Pakistan Street Child Football Team
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ragically, child labour is a 
reality in Pakistan. Many 
organizations have 
estimated that child 

labourers in the country could be 
anywhere between 8 to 19 million. 
The concept of child labor got much 
attention during the 1990s when 
European countries announced ban 
on the goods of the less-developed 
countries owing to child labor.

Moreover, child labor is an important 
and a serious global issue through 
which all and sundry countries of the 
world are directly or indirectly 
affected, but, it is very common in 
Latin America, Africa and Asia. 
According to some, in several Asian 
countries’ 1/10 manpower consists 
of child Labor. In India the number of 
child labourers between the ages of 
10-14 has crossed above 44 million, 
in Pakistan this number is between 8 
to 10 million, in Bangladesh 8-12 
million, in Brazil 7 million, whereas 
the figure is 12 million in Nigeria.

In Pakistan children aged 5-14 are 
above 40 million. During last year, 
Federal Bureau of Statistics released 
the results of its survey funded by 
ILO’s IPEC (International Program on 
the Elimination of Child Labor). The 
findings were that 3.8 million 
children between the age group of 
5-14 years are working in Pakistan 
out of total 40 million children in this 
age group. Fifty percent of these 
economically active children fall in 
the age group of 5 to 9 years. Even 
out of these 3.8 million economically 
active children, 2.7 million were 
claimed to be working in the 
agriculture sector. Two million and 
four hundred thousand (73%) of 
them were said to be boys. It is an 
outcome of a multitude of 
socio-economic factors and has its 
roots in poverty, lack of 
opportunities, high rate of population 
growth, unemployment, uneven 
distribution of wealth and resources, 
outdated social customs and norms 
and plethora of other factors.

In most families where children work, 
there is an average of 8 children and 
if girls are employed, the families 
have at least 9 children. If women are 
involved in the working sector, it is 
more likely that they would have 
fewer children and they would have 
children at a later stage and age in 
life. Thus, the government should find 
a way to empower women and 
children. In addition to this, the 
Pakistani as well as Western 
governments must invest more 

money into the education system. It 
is clear that many parents do not 
want to send their children to school 
either because they must pay for 
schooling or they view the school 
system as inadequate. According to a 
survey, 24 percent of children 
believed that the school did not teach 
them any useful skills. The 
government could open schools that 

teach lifelong skills to children who 
must work for a living. 

However, Child labour continues to 
be a reality for various reasons. In 
Northwest Frontier Province (NWFP), 
for instance, at least 1.1 million 
children are engaged in hazardous 
labour according to 
non-governmental organization 
survey, although this is most likely 
underestimated because home 
businesses are not registered. In 
NWFP, 50 percent of children are 
primary school dropout and many 
parents are also addicted to heroin, 
which forces the children to work.  
NWFP also has a very low literacy rate 
compared to the rest of Pakistan: just 
37.3 percent, according to a report by 
IRIN Asia (UN Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian 
Affairs). Statistics show that 50 
percent of children that are trafficked 
for work live with parents who cannot 

read, according to SPARC report, thus 
education plays a big role in child 
labour.

Pakistani government passed a law 
forgiving debts for all bonded 
labourers, however the practice still 
continues. A report by an NGO reveals 
that 52 percent of households with 
child labourers are in debt. In the 

carpet industry 
alone, half a 
million children 
have to work due 
to family debt, 
according to U.S. 
department of 
Labor report on 
Pakistan (July 
2008). In addition, 
most of the 
families that are 
bonded have no 
land, which means 
that bonded 

labour, much like child labour in 
general, is mainly a rural problem. In 
Sindh province, the bonded labourers 
are treated basically as slaves. Most 
of them are men but their wives and 
children “are also captives of the 
feudal lords”.

There is no better way to prevent 
child labor than to make education 
compulsory. The West made peace 
with this long time ago. Laws were 
enacted very early to secure 
continued education for working 
children and now they have gone a 
step forward. Completion of at least 
the preliminary education of the 
child is required before he or she 
begins work.

T

SALMAN ALI
The writer is a social, political 
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Hussain Ahmed Fazal, the Director of Hussain Textile 
Mills joined the family business of textile milling at an 
early age and with his hard work, passion and vision 
developed not only the infrastructure of the company to 
meet the changing business environment but improved 
sales as well. When he joined the company, there were 
around 14,000 spindles and now it stands at 90,000 
spindles and 131 air jet looms while the turn over last 
year stood at PKR. 15.764 billion.

His textile mill is now the largest producer of organic 
cotton yarn in Pakistan having a production capacity of 
816480 kg per month. It manufactures all kinds of dyed 
fabrics including PFGD, PFP, PFD bleach and printed. The 
company enjoys the privilege of being one of the best 
sterilized labs in Pakistan with certification from Uster.

Another significant achievement of the mill is 
collaboration with Elan. “We collaborated with Ms. 
Khadija in 2013 for lawn and we have done 2 years 
successful lawn branding with her.” He said. The 
collection was widely regarded as a must-buy for lawn 
consumers. “It was an unexpected overwhelming 
response. The brand now stands among the top five lawn 
brands in Pakistan.”

Hussain believes that for a successful businessman it is 
important he does not lose sight of strategic goals, 
balanced product mix, careful risk management, and 
effective cost control measures.

“I have always believed in discipline but at the same time 
I developed a flexible and cooperative environment for 
my workers and staff members. I have made sure that our 
employees consider themselves as stakeholders in our 
achievements and that’s the reason we have strong 
presence in the emerging competitive market of 
textiles” Hussain said in an interview with the Economic 
Affairs. Below are the excerpts from the interview.

EA: What are the most important 
things needed in today's 
competitive world for the success of 
any textile and apparel company?

Hussain Ahmed Fazal: Well, being 
agriculture based economy where 
we are among the best producers of 
cotton having flexible ways of value 
addition. I would say conducive 
working environment for workers, 
discipline in every field of work, 
regularity in policies and handling 
the current phenomenon of day to 
day strikes.

EA: What are the challenges you 
have identified in the clothing 
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sector and how do you think an 
industry can rectify it?

Hussain Ahmed Fazal: I think what I 
have identified as a real challenge 
in the clothing sector is the lack of 
properly educated, skilled and 
motivated middle management. 
Thought most of the companies 
would go after highly educated 
managers but my experience has 
taught me that it’s the middle 
management which is the backbone 
of our industry supported by skilled 
labor. I know many people in this 
industry believe otherwise like 
hiring top educated people, 
sending them to international 

seminars to enhance their technical, 
managerial and analytical skills. But 
I would still stick to my point that 
the real challenge is finding the 
educated and motivated middle 
management if we want Pakistan to 
compete with worldwide 
competitors.

EA: The GSP plus status will enable 
Pakistan to export more than $1 
billion worth of products to the 
international markets each year. 
Have you noticed growth in demand 
for your products since the grant of 
GSP plus status and what do you 
expect for the foreseeable future?

Passion and vision make a
successful business LEADER



EA: Who is the biggest importer of 
your products? Which country and 
region is most beneficial for textile 
trade?

Hussain Ahmed Fazal: Pakistan 
textiles are no doubt being 
exported to almost all the countries 
of the world but our major market 
has been Middle East, Europe, China 
and America.

EA: Which are the countries where 
you plan to focus for further 
development?

Hussain Ahmed Fazal: We have 
been focusing over the last few 
years on South Asian region and 
some countries of Latin America.

EA: Pakistan has seen a steep 
decline in exports lately; exported 
textile goods worth $1.054 billion 
in April against $1.235 billion in 
March --- a decline of 14.6%. Is it 
only due to the power shortage? 

Hussain Ahmed Fazal: I would 
disagree that decline in export is 
the result of non-provision of 
electricity. There are other reasons 
as well like law and order situation, 
no continuity in policies on part of 
the government and above all not 
offering the export finance facility 
to the mill owners by the 
government.

EA: How do you see the ministry’s 
goal of doubling the rate of value 
addition, which is currently at 
conversion of one million bales into 
$ 1 billion?

Hussain Ahmed Fazal: Yes, first 
government has to provide 
conducive environment where 
people can plan the forecast of 
demands and prepare themselves 
to fulfill them. It is only possible 
when a clear policy from the 
government is made to support 
value added factor with special 
incentives like export refinance 
with attractive benefits, rebate 
against export and stability in the 
textile zone as well as subsidized 
supply of Wapda/Gas supply for 
continuous production at 
reasonable prices to boost up the 
confidence of value added 
suppliers as well as newcomers in 
this sector.
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Hussain Ahmed Fazal: Well this is an 
important point that you raised and 
I would like to educate your viewers 
on this particular subject and talk 
on the subject of GPS plus status. 
No doubt that it offered a big edge 
for Pakistan textile sector by getting 
11% duty off to the European 
market. Like every business, textile 
sector has to consider the chain of 
demand and supply. First we have 
to understand how we can benefit 
from this GSP Plus status. If all goes 
well as planned, even then in 
textile, one sector spinning and 
weaving is getting benefit if we fix 
all variables. If European buyers 
take yarn or fabric then they have to 
do processing and fabrication in 
Europe and get benefit for very 
basic raw material where they can 
save money in some cents. On the 
other side, with final product 
imports from Pakistan, they can get 
benefit in dollars as value added 
products. It means cost of 
production in Europe is same where 
as they get less benefit as duty of 
basic raw material like yarn or 
greige fabric but then a person who 
is importing ready to sell produce 
from Pakistan saves couple of 
dollars against each complete 
trouser, shirt or sheets.

Because of the sudden revaluation 
of Rupee vs. US Dollar merging 
11% duty benefit from others, we 
are again at same level of 
Bangladesh and other competing 
counties without having any 
distinct benefit. Our input cost has 
increased significantly. The only 
way to get this benefit is if 
government can support to put up 
value added opening with attractive 
benefits so that Pakistan can get 
maximum benefits on value 
addition from other competitors.

EA: How have the designer lawn 
brands affected the un- popular non 
branded cloth manufacturers in 
Pakistan?

Hussain Ahmed Fazal: I personally 
believe that local brand recognition 
in Pakistan is playing an important 
role in our economy. If we compare 
with India and Turkey, their strength 
is domestic brand recognition that 
always compensates the market 
when international crises hit.

Similarly, during the last 7 years our 
local market demands have played 
an important role in brand 
recognition that will boost economy 
of the country along with exploring 
new horizons in south Asian 

countries like India, Bangladesh, 
and UAE etc. But at the same time 
we cannot put aside the 
non-branded portions that meet the 
need of 96% of our population. So 
the major portion of our economy is 
based on conventional products 
where there is flexibility in prices 
according to the buying power of 
our majority population.

EA: The general perception is that 
insurance for employees doesn’t 
exist for the working class in 
Pakistan so that they have a safety 
net to fall back on. What's your take 
on that?

Hussain Ahmed Fazal: No, I'll 
completely dispel this impression 
and put it on record that good 
companies offer accidental 
insurance and some good 
companies offer employees with 
full medical insurance. Social 
security is also playing an 
important role in this area.

EA: How do you see the architects 
not making the emergency exits 
plus the safety standards in our 
factories? How are the health and 
safety standards in local factories 
of Pakistan?

Hussain Ahmed Fazal: Here I would 
say that Pakistan is one of those 
countries where almost all industry 
is structured within international 
standards. Good factories are 
having certification from social 
compliances, as most of the leading 
brands/customers work with those 
companies that meet social 
compliance. In addition to that we 
have the edge of cheap lands and 
well organized structure that most 
of the companies in Pakistan 
possess. Also we have proper 
ventilation system which factories 
in the neighboring countries lack 
and the factories there are 
congested due to shortage of space.

EA: How is the government 
facilitating the textile industry and 
foreign investors in textile sector?

Hussain Ahmed Fazal: It is 
something that really needs 
attention because the government 
is not supporting industry like other 
countries; for example we are not 
offered export finance facility in 
most of the sectors by the 
government which is our key 
demand. Provision of non-stop 
supply of gas and electricity is 
another area where the government 
needs to support our industry.

Tausif-ur-Rehman
is the Editor of this magazine.

email: editor@economicaffairs.info



hile both PPP and 
MQM in their 
r e s p e c t i v e 
manifestoes clearly 

state that establishment of Local 
Government (LG) by holding LG 
elections in order to take democracy 
down to the grassroots level is high 
on their agenda, the last five years 
rule of PPP led Sindh government 
(where MQM was a junior coalition 
partner) witnessed a clear violation 
of their party pledge when on one 
pretext or the other it refused to 
hold fresh LG elections after the 
term of the second elections held 
under LG 2001 Ordinance had 
expired in 2009. This was a major 
sore point with the MQM and was the 
principal reason the sorry spectacle 
of the hide and seeks of parting of 
company and rejoining was 
constantly on display. An 
examination of the parliamentary 
system as it is being practiced in 
Pakistan will reveal why majority of 
legislators at the National and 
Provincial levels are reluctant to 
implement the LG system in its true 
form.   

The National and Provincial 
Assembly legislators in the country 
were uncomfortable with the LG 
Ordinance 2001 because it devolved 
financial and administrative powers 
from the bureaucrats to the elected 
LG members. LG elected officials 
who are responsible to the public 
they represent were not amenable to 
manipulation by the 
parliamentarians - the bureaucrats 
on the other hand were far easier to 
control, especially after the 
draconian changes that PPP under 
Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto had introduced 
where their constitutional 
protections were removed seriously 

undermining their independence. 
Since then the bureaucracy has 
become subservient to the 
politicians and their survival 
depends on staying on the right side. 
In the absence of LG elected officials, 
the general public looked up to the 
legislators to address their 
grievances and judged them 
according to their ability to conduct 
development work in their 
constituencies rather than their 
legislative skills. In such a political 
ambiance the very survival of the 
politicians depended on addressing 
local issues of administration and 
infrastructure, the tasks that 
basically should have been the 
responsibility of the LG officials. 
Besides, exercising control of 
financial and administrative 
functions empowered them in a 
number of ways. 

The primary responsibilities of 
parliamentarians both at the Federal 
and Provincial levels are legislation, 
budgetary allocations and oversight 
of public and private enterprises. 
They are not expected to get 
involved in development work at the 
lower tiers which should be the 
domain of the Local Government 
where they exist and in their 
absence, the bureaucracy. In 
Pakistan, unlike the more mature 
democracies, Local Government 
either was not in place or like the 
1979 LG Act, their authority was 
curtailed. Only in the Musharraf era 
via the LG Ordinance 2001 much of 
the financial and administrative 
powers enabling them to execute 
their responsibilities were 
transferred to them. The first LG 
election under the new arrangement 
on a non-party basis was held in 
2001 and in Karachi MQM boycotted 

the polls allowing a JI member 
Naimatullah Khan to get elected as 
the mayor of Karachi (Nazim e Aala). 
Freed from the clutches of the 
political/bureaucrat combine, the 
mayor and his team were able to do a 
good job and their performance was 
much appreciated by the Karachiites. 

The second nationwide election 
under LG Ordinance 2001 was held 
in 2005 where despite being on a 
non-party basis all the political 
parties fielded their representatives 
as independent candidates. MQM 
triumphed and Mustafa Kamal was 
elected as the Karachi mayor. Young 
and dynamic Kamal carried on the 
good work that his predecessor had 
started and continued overhauling 
the city’s infrastructure with a 
religious fervour. He was fortunate 
to have the full backing of his party 
and even more from the federal 
government where President 
Musharraf, a Karachiite himself, 
provided much economic and 
administrative support. By 2007 
Mustafa Kamal had managed to 
make major improvements in the 
city that brought fame and 
recognition to him and his party both 
on the domestic and international 
forums. Kamal’s success owed much 
to his adopting the corporate culture 
of efficiency, boldness and 
deliverance rather than the 
bureaucratic norms of safety and 
lethargy.

With the exit of Musharraf in 2008, 
the support to the LG elected 
officials from the centre dwindled 
considerably and the speed of 
progress which Mustafa Kamal had 
displayed up to 2007 decreased. His 
term expired in 2009 and instead of 
holding fresh LG elections the PPP 
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government in Sindh scrapped it and 
in its stead reintroduced the old 
commissionerate set up. MQM, an 
ally of PPP in the province revolted 
and threatened to quit the coalition 
both in the province and the centre. 
After much haggling both agreed to a 
two-tiered solution where LG on the 
basis of the 2001 Ordinance were to 
be formed in selected urban centres 
of the province while elsewhere and 
in the rural areas the 
commissionerate system was 
invoked. This stirred a raging 
controversy and under the pressure 
of its rural constituencies PPP 
eventually withdrew the 
notification. MQM’s struggle to bring 
back the Musharraf era LG system 
failed to bear fruit and eventually 
just on the eve of the fresh general 
elections of 2013 it quit the 
coalition both at the province and 
the centre and became a part of the 
opposition. During the 
electioneering campaign, 
highlighting the achievements and 
performance of MQM’s mayor of 
Karachi Mustafa Kamal and the 
return of the LG 2001 were its 
principal campaign slogans.

The true essence of democracy is 
only possible where an effective and 
functioning LG system is in place 
because only then it functions at all 
the three levels: Federal, Provincial 
and Local. The irony is that the 
necessary legislations to establish 
the Local Government can only be 
introduced and enacted by the 
parliamentarians but in Pakistan 
there is a reluctance to do so 
because they do not want to 
surrender their hold on the financial 
and administrative functions of 
governance to a lower tier of elected 
officials. MQM parliamentarians are 
an exception and the only one in the 
Sindh legislative assembly who are 
ardent supporters of an empowered 
LG system as envisioned in LG 
Ordinance 2001. Morally and 
ethically they are right but 
opponents doubt their motives. 

Many suspect it is an issue of 
political convenience: they wonder if 
the roles were reversed and if the 
MQM were to be in control of the 
parliament and some other party 
dominated Karachi, would MQM still 
champion the LG 2001 Ordinance?

 PPP finally decided to implement 
the LG system but they preferred the 
1979 one which was promulgated by 
Zia where the financial and 
administrative power was not 
devolved to the LG level and 
basically remained under the 
bureaucracy. MQM strongly opposes 
the new order but lacked the 
numbers in the assembly to block it. 
Behind the scene MQM is strongly 
lobbying for the reintroduction of LG 
2001 while the PPP is adamantly 
resisting it but lately it has offered to 
negotiate with MQM and work out if 
necessary modifications in the LG 
1979 would be acceptable to MQM - 
a compromise solution to the 
deadlock may be possible in future.            

MQM, which started as an ethnic 
party with an ideological base on the 
platform of establishing an 
egalitarian society and ending 
feudalism now appears to have 
morphed into a commercial venture. 
The slogans have not been discarded 
but the new generation of young, 
urban, educated middle-class 
mid-level leadership that has 
emerged and the experience of 
Karachi mayorship under the 
dynamic Mustafa Kamal has 
convinced them that the future of 
the party lies in having control of the 
city’s financial and administrative 
networks and these must be 
administered by following the 
corporate values. They understand 
that in the foreseeable future the 
party is unlikely to make any serious 
inroads outside of Karachi and 
Hyderabad and cannot hope to win 
enough Provincial Assembly seats to 
form a government in the Sindh 
province. Karachi is and they hope 
will remain their bastion of power. 

The efficiency and speed with which 
Karachi under the Nazim Mustafa 
Kamal improved its creaking 
infrastructure earned the party much 
kudos and goodwill; it also helped it 
to fill its coffers without the need to 
resort to ‘chanda’ or ‘bhatta’ that in 
the public perception had become a 
part of the party’s culture. Without 
the ability to demonstrate their 
talent in managing and promoting 
Karachi’s financial potential they 
fear the new challengers like PTI may 
soon displace them in the 
metropolis. An empowered LG 
system as envisioned in LG 
Ordinance 2001 in Karachi has 
become a necessity for them without 
which the very future of the party 
may be endangered.   

The 2013 General Election has 
resulted in the PML (N) winning a 
near plurality in the centre while 
sweeping the provincial assembly 
seats in the Punjab. In Sindh, 
however, the status quo prevailed 
where both PPP and MQM managed 
to maintain their stranglehold in the 
province and Karachi respectively 
albeit with a slightly lower mandate 
than what they had received in 2008. 
PPP by virtue of winning by a 
comfortable majority in the Sindh 
assembly has formed the provincial 
government there and they invited 
MQM to join them which the latter 
declined, preferring to play the 
opposition’s role. A year later there 
has been a change of heart and MQM 
has once again joined the PPP led 
provincial government in Sindh. Is 
that an indication that enough 
alterations that would appease the 
MQM in the LG system proposed by 
PPP has been agreed upon, is the 
million dollar question especially for 
the Karachiites.
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akistan has always 
maintained friendship and 
cooperation in its foreign 
relations on the basis of 

sovereign equality, mutual respect 
and benefit, non-interference and 
peaceful settlement of disputes in 
line with its international 
obligations and in conformity with 
the United Nations charter.

If we see Pakistan and China as 
neighbours, they enjoy all weather, 
time-tested and deep-rooted 
relations. It is a model of excellent 
neighbourly relations based on the 
Five Principles of Peaceful 
Coexistence.  This comprehensive 
strategic partnership is an important 

factor in promoting peace, 
prosperity and stability in the 
region. Pakistan and China enjoy a 
complete identity of views on 
important regional and global issues 
and have worked with complete 
understanding in all important 
international fora. To promote world 
peace and development, they have 
agreed to work closely on the UN 
reforms, climate change, energy 
security and food security. Pakistan 
has unequivocally upheld 
One-China Policy.

The depth and genuineness of this 
all-round strategic partnership can 
be understood by the statements, 
observations, gestures and priorities 

of people and leadership of both the 
countries.

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif chose 
Peoples Republic of China as the 
destination for his first foreign visit 
after coming to power. It was a wise 
decision and indeed a prudent step 
that has successfully expanded the 
scope of Pakistan’s strategic 
partnership with one of its most 
trusted friend and partner.

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif met 
Chinese President Xi Jinping during 
his first foreign visit since his May 
election, looking to secure 
infrastructure projects to tackle a 
chronic energy crisis and economic 
depression. President Xi, calling 

P

Sino-Pak Ties
Stabilizing factor for peace,

progress & prosperity

Calling the agreement "historic," Chief Minister Shahbaz said that the $1.6 
billion Orange Line Metro Train Project would prove to be a landmark in 

general public, besides brining about a revolution in the transport system

President Mamnoon Hussain and Chinese President, Xi Jinping witnessing a signing ceremony in Shanghai
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Hussain.

Calling the agreement "historic," 
Chief Minister Shahbaz said that the 
$1.6 billion Orange Line Metro Train 
Project would prove to be a 
landmark in the history as it would 
provide modern and better 
travelling facilities to the general 
public, besides brining about a 
revolution in the transport system.

The total length of the track will be 
27.1 kilometres out of which 25.4 
km portion will be elevated. The 
project will start during this year and 
will take 27 months to complete. 
Another agreement, Chiniot iron ore 
estimation agreement was also 
signed. These are some of the 
projects which are mentioned and 
according to some reports China is 
investing $ 32 billion in different 
projects in Pakistan which is the sign 
of trust and confidence of both the 
friendly countries on each other.

The warmth of this time tested 
friendship, which is supported by 
solid foundation of mutual respect 
and mutual benefits can be gauged 
from the fact that during the last 
three years, there were large 
number of high level contacts 
between the two countries. These 
high level  and  people to people 
contacts are extremely important, 
not only for the consolidation of 
relations between the leaders and  
peoples of the two friendly 
countries but also provide 
tremendous opportunities to both 
sides to explore avenues of 
economic, cultural, tourism, media 
cooperation and investment 
opportunities, particularly in 
agriculture, industry, and energy 
sectors. 

Moreover, the interaction between 
our intelligentsia, media persons, 
youth and honourable 
parliamentarians needs to be 
further strengthened so that 
excellent relations between our 
people continue to flourish in the 
days ahead. It is high time to 
transform these good gestures into 
reality by expanding trade 
infrastructure and using Pakistan as 
a trade corridor for the development 
of both the countries.

Sharif an old friend of China as well 
as a good friend, good brother and 
good partner, said strengthening 
strategic cooperation with 
Islamabad was a priority for China's 
diplomacy with countries on its 
periphery.

During the visit Pakistan and China 
signed eight  (MoUs), cooperation 
agreements after wide-ranging talks 
between Prime Minister Nawaz 
Sharif and Premier Li Keqiang, 
paving the way for inflow of 
multi-billion dollar Chinese 
investment in Pakistan and further 
strengthening the 
mutually-cherished bilateral 
strategic relationship. 

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif won 
solid commitments in a series of 
meetings with the business and 
corporate leaders of the host 
country and it is expected that 
Pakistani agreements would bring 
huge Chinese investments over the 
next few years.

The historic Pakistan-China 
Economic Corridor involves an 
estimated cost of 18 billion dollars, 
requiring construction of a string of 
tunnels in the mountainous terrain. 
Minister for Planning and 
Development Ahsan Iqbal and 
Chairman National Development 
and Reforms Commission of China 
Xu Shao signed the corridor accord, 
which the Chinese premier said was 
a project of strategic value. The two 
sides also concluded an agreement 
on the Economic and Technical 
Cooperation

Another significant MoU between 
Pakistan and China for cooperation 
to construct Lahore-Karachi 
Motorway was also signed. After the 
signing ceremony the 
prime minister said 
the government 
w a s 

committed to provide comfortable 
and affordable transport facilities to 
its citizens within minimum possible 
time.

On this occasion, Prime Minister 
Nawaz Sharif said that he feels 
happy to see the dream of JF-17 
Thunder fighter aircraft - a joint 
production of Pakistan and China - 
coming true, as it was he who had 
signed the agreement to this effect 
with the Chinese Premier in 1997.

Chinese Premier Li – Keqiang the 
first foreign leader to visit Pakistan 
after Sharif's election – said in 
Islamabad that Beijing was ready to 
speed up work to upgrade the 
Karakoram Highway as part of a 
proposed economic corridor 
between the two countries.

China took control of Pakistan's 
Gwadar port, giving it access to the 
Arabian Sea and Strait of Hormuz, a 
gateway for a third of the world's 
traded oil. China-Pakistan trade last 
year reached $12 billion and is 
targeted to rise to $15 billion in the 
next two to three years. The China 
Overseas Port Holding Company has 
offered to build an 
international-level airport as well as 
access roads in Gwadar. It will be a 
major step towards prosperity of the 
people Pakistan and particularly 
people of Baluchistan.

Recently, an agreement for the 
construction and operation of 
first-ever Metro Train Project in the 
province of Punjab was signed in 
Shanghai,China during the visit of 
the President of Pakistan to Peoples 
Republic of China.

Chief Minister Shahbaz Sharif and 
Chinese National Development and 

Reform Commission 
C h a i r m a n 

X u - S h a o s h i 
signed the 
agreement on 
behalf of their 
r e s p e c t i v e 
governments 
at a ceremony 
also attended 
by Chinese 
President Xi 
Jiping and 
P r e s i d e n t 
M a m n o o n 
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he Fiscal Year 2013 was 
yet another challenging 
year in the history of 
National Accountability 

Bureau of Pakistan. According to 
the annual report released by the 
bureau, on the Enforcement side of 
NAB activities, recovery through 
Voluntary Return (VR) and Plea 
Bargain (PB) remained Rs.3.125 
billion. The prosecution efforts 
resulted in 65 percent convictions 
in courts.

Out of 20071 reports received by 
the bureau, 18,892 complaints 
were processed while 1179 
remained pending by the end of 
fiscal year 2013.

A total of 284 fresh inquiries were 
authorized during the year 2013 
thus including the backlog of 589 
inquiries the total rose to 873. A 
total of 243 inquiries were 
finalized, whereas 630 inquiries 
remained under process. 463 
individuals entered into VR and PB 
during the year 2013 and out of 
agreed amount of Rs 3149.985 
million, Rs 3125.088 million 
(99.2%) have been recovered. 

NAB recommended placement of 
157 accused on the Exit Control 
List (ECL) through the Ministry of 
Interior.

Awareness and Prevention Division 

of the bureau processed 363 
projects including procurements 
amounting to Rs. 220 billion 
approximately; 18 committees 
were established in all major areas 
of governance to improve 
performance. Despite upheavals 
during the year, NAB was able to 
perform satisfactorily under the 
Prevention Regime in the period 
from January to December 2013. 
NAB is working with bureaucracy 
for its restructuring and for 
renewal of rule violations to 
prevent corruption in planned 
procurements projects. Work on 
improvement of legislative and 
regulatory structures of the state is 

T

NAB to re-contextualize
its role against corruption

NAB will work for the implementation of National Anti-Corruption
Strategy and to promote model frameworks to combat corruption.
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under review to remove 
discretions and service anomalies.

NAB also established 14000 
Character Building Societies (CBS) 
across the country in different 
universities, colleges and schools. 
It is worth mentioning that 
substantial progress has been 
achieved in the efforts for 
eradication of corruption as 
Pakistan's CPI index has improved 
during year 2013.  NAB has 
expressed the hope that with 
continued efforts, the bureau 
would achieve further noticeable 
improvements in the coming years. 

The current Chairman, Qamar 
Zaman Chaudhry who took charge 
of the office in October 2013, 
assured the senior officials that he 
would lead by example and that he 
expects all officers to keep pace 
with him in the ongoing war 
against corruption.

Placed in an awkward situation by 
the Supreme Court's decision to 
entrust an inquiry against his 
person to NAB, the Chairman 
decided to proceed on five week's 
leave until the inquiry was 

completed. However, to ensure 
that NAB would not remain 
dysfunctional during his absence, 
the Chairman entrusted the 
Deputy Chairman with his powers 
to act on his behalf.

NAB, during the last year, inducted 
280 investigators through a 
merit-based and transparent 
recruitment process. They 
underwent seven months rigorous 
training conducted by local as well 
as foreign faculty. This training was 
arranged at COMSATS university 
campus Islamabad where state of 

the art facilities were made 
available and renowned 
professionals were invited to 
deliver interactive lectures on 
specialized subjects.

NAB has appreciated the Federal 
and Provincial governments for 
their cooperation and support in 
enabling it to perform its assigned 
functions. NAB believes that no 
process of accountability can be 
successfully undertaken without 
the cooperation of all citizens as 
well as the media. In this, the 
media has to play a pivotal role. To 
this end the Media Wing of NAB has 

been instructed to take 
necessary initiatives so as 
to make this joint effort 
successful.

Chairman NAB, Qamar 
Zaman Chaudhry said that 
he was conscious of the 
monumental task that has 
been assigned to NAB and 
wishes all those 

concerned understand its contours 
and implications. 

“It is impossible for me or for the 
institution that I head, to succeed 
on its own. In this respect, NAB 
would need the active help and 
support of all the people of this 
country and all its institutions. 
Needless to say our efforts are tied 
by an umbilical cord to the 
judiciary. It is also important to 
acknowledge that our success or 
failure is also tied to the media”, 
he added

Chairman NAB further said that in 

the year 2013, after successful 
completion of training, 268 officers 
have joined the field operations. 
This will enhance NAB's capacity 
and help bring down pendency. 
The bar for the year 2014 has been 
raised further. 

He further added that “I have every 
expectation of being able to reach 
this bar before the current year 
ends. NAB is grateful to the 
government, judiciary and the 
media for their support, guidance 
and criticism of our work which 
will help make it a better 
organization”. 

Out of empirical evidence it has 
come to light that enforcement 
alone cannot succeed and it has to 
move hand in glove with 
prevention and awareness. I intend 
to pursue the above, 
internationally accepted model” 
he said.

NAB’s goal for 2014 is to increase 
its role in contextualizing and 
setting the anti-corruption 
strategic agenda on behalf of the 
Government of Pakistan and the 
political leadership of the country.

Together with the civil society 
through character building 
societies, seminars, workshops etc, 
NAB will work to secure the 
implementation of National 
Anti-Corruption Strategy, 
proposals and to promote model 
frameworks to combat corruption. 

Stronger emphasis will be placed 
on the far-reaching and often 
overlooked links between 
corruption and other serious risks.

In particular, the focus will be on 
connecting NAB with other 
anti-graft organizations form 
emerging markets, linking the 
anti-corruption platform to 
broader messages on growth, 
competitiveness and risk 
resilience.

Chairman NAB, Qamar Zaman Chaudhry 

     Out of 20071 reports 
received by the bureau, 
18,892 complaints were 

processed while 1179 
remained pending by the 
end of fiscal year 2013.
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or centuries Uzbekistan 
has been spreading light of 
knowledge, wisdom, 
research and logic to all 

corners of the world. It is the land 
of intellectuals and thinkers who 
changed the course of human 
history and civilization. 

The work of these thinkers from 
Uzbekistan was successfully 
showcased in the recently held 
international conference titled   
“Historical Legacy of Scientists and 

Thinkers of the Mediaeval East, Its 
Role and Significance for the 
Modern Civilization” in Samarkand 
on 15-16 May 2014. It was held in 
accordance with the resolution of 
President Islam Karimov, signed 
April 2014 and was attended by 
more than 500 scholars from across 
the world as well as representatives 
of prominent international 
organizations and research centers.

While arranging this international 
conference, Uzbekistan took pride 

in its remarkable thinkers and 
scholars such as Muhammad Musa 
al-Khorezmi who was the first to 
introduce decimal notation into 
science and the notions of 
algorithm and algebra, the 
encyclopedic scientists Ahmad 
al-Ferghani and Abu Rayhan Beruni, 
founder of the medical science Abu 
Ali ibn Sino, Mahmud Zamakhshari 
who created the perfect grammar 
of the Arabic language, the author 
of astronomical table with the 
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Many informative documentaries were televised during the conference 
narrating the life and creativity of scholars and thinkers of the medieval 

orient, their historical legacy and the activities of academic schools. 



indication of movement of 
more than a thousand stars 
Mirzo Ulughbek and so 
forth. Participants were 
inspired by Uzbekistan’s 
infinite pride for its 
forefathers and live with a 
sense of high dignity and to 
be on the equal with others 
in terms of knowledge and 
abilities to be worthy 
descendants of these truly 
great people.

The participants thoroughly 
discussed and exchanged 
views and expertise on 
issues concerning the 
scientific, historical and 
philosophical heritage of 
the academics and thinkers 
of the medieval East, their 
immense contribution to 
the formation and development of 
astronomy, mathematics, 
geography, geodesy, medicine, 
pharmacology, chemistry, 
mineralogy and other sciences.

Many informative documentaries 
were televised during the said 
conference narrating the life and 
creativity of scholars and thinkers 
of the medieval orient, their 
historical legacy and the activities 
of academic schools. The event 
participants were briefed about the 
historical, academic and cultural 
monuments of Samarkand, the 
creative and beautification works 
carried out during the 
independence years as well as the 
activities of education institutions.

Great Ancestors, Great 
Acknowledgment 
While using the mobile, remember, 
there is an Uzbekistan’s ancestor in 
the Mobile, said by a BBC 
documentary televised during the 
conference which amazed by every 
participant. 

The great contribution of Uzbek 
ancestors to the development of 
world civilization is known to the 
whole world today. They are great 
scientists, philosophers, thinkers, 
religious leaders, commanders and 
rulers. They influenced the world 
by their genuinely inbuilt qualities 
of knowledge, wisdom, 
observation, administration and 
message. 

Uzbekistan great scientists, 
philosophers, thinkers, religious 

leaders, commanders and rulers are 
the pioneers of so many disciplines 
of the modern world today which 
are not confined to natural science, 
pure science, medical science, 
biology, chemistry, physics, space 
science, travelogue, infrastructure 
engineering, governance and the 
last but not the least diplomacy.  

The modern civilization is based on 
knowledge economy, corporate 
governance, dialogue, conflict 
resolution, and respect for the 
international law, humanity and 
tolerance. Uzbekistan’s ancestors 
have purified the minds and souls 
of so many unlimited generations, 
civilizations and the infinite voyage 
goes on and on.  

Vision of H.E. President Islam 
Karimov 
Right from the beginning, 
government of the Uzbekistan 
under the supervision of its 
President Islam Karimov paid great 
attention to showcase its colossal 
spiritual heritage. International 
scientific and cultural cooperation 
has been launched in Uzbekistan. 
From time to time major academic 
conferences have been held to 
further these goals. Jubilees of 
outstanding scholars and thinkers 
as well as ancient cities have been 
celebrated on the international 
scale. Religious shrines have been 
glorified, restored and beautified. 
Special emphasis has been placed 
on the reinvigoration and 
perpetuation of the national 
spiritual legacy and the promotion 
of science and education.

Valuable Thoughts  
“Today, after a lapse of 
almost thousand years we 
keep on admiring the 
geniuses, versatility of 
interests and encyclopedic 
knowledge of scholar and 
thinkers of the medieval East 
who made invaluable 
contributions to the 
development of world 
civilization”.

“I think nobody doubts that 
famous works and heritage 
of scholars and thinkers of 
the medieval East are a 
heritage that belongs to no 
single nationality and nation 
but the whole mankind that 
helps us to achieve mutual 
understanding and opens 
new horizons of 

cooperation”.

Leading Uzbek thinkers widely 
carried out investigations, made 
scientific discoveries that 
constitute the golden fund of 
world, of human science and 
culture. Uzbekistan’s great 
ancestors, whose names are known 
all over the world greatly 
contributed to the treasury of 
knowledge. Those are 
philosophers-mathematicians and 
astronomers al-Khwarizmi, 
Ferghani, Jawhari, Marwazi, 
Ulughbeg; philosophers and legal 
scholars-theologians Farabi, 
Bukhari, At-Termizi, Marghilani 
Nasafi; polymaths Beruni, Ibn Sina, 
linguists- poets Kashkari, Yusuf Hos 
Hojib, Zamahshari, Alisher Navoi; 
historians Babur, Abulgazi 
Bahadur-khan, Ogahi and many 
others.

They all absorbed best traditions, 
pursuing in-depth studying of the 
historical heritage, have become 
praiseworthy successors and 
continuators of the deeds of their 
great ancestors. Today Uzbekistan 
is the largest Central Asian research 
center with advanced resource 
base and research facilities, 
extensive scientific fund, qualified 
scientific personnel, whose work is 
recognized worldwide.
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cientists from Africa and 
Asia will collaborate on 
research into climate risks 
in order to share 

knowledge between regions and 
help vulnerable communities adapt.

Speaking at the launch of the 
Collaborative Adaptation Research 
Initiative in Africa and Asia (CARIAA) 
in Kathmandu on April 30, leaders of 
the organisations involved in the new 
programme said that demographic 
trends and climate measurements in 
similar environments across both 
regions indicate that a large number 
of people and their livelihoods are at 
risk from the effects of climate 
change.

The experts hope that the initiative 
will contribute to innovative 
adaptation and mitigation 
programmes that they say are 
urgently needed to address the 
effects of rising temperatures and 
climatic variability across Africa and 
Asia.

Supported by 70 million Canadian 
dollars ($64 million) of funding over 
seven years by Canada’s 
International Development Research 
Centre (IDRC) and the UK Department 
for International Development, 
CARIAA will bring together 
researchers in a variety of disciplines 

from Asia and Africa to tackle 
problems common to both regions, 
such as droughts and rising sea 
levels, and to try to find adaptive 
solutions that can be applied on both 
continents.

“Collaboration on adaptation 
research holds a range of large-scale 
mutual benefits (for) both Africa and 
Asia regions,” said Rajendra Pachauri, 
chair of the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change and 
director-general of India-based The 
Energy and Resources Institute, a 
member of a research consortium 
supported by CARIAA. “It will enrich 
our knowledge on options available 
to help the most vulnerable 
populations in a wide range of 
countries and regions.”

‘HOTSPOT’ FOCUS
The CARIAA researchers hope to 
stimulate effective policies and 
actions for three types of climate 
“hotspots” – semi-arid regions in 
Africa and South and Central Asia, 
major river deltas in Africa and South 
Asia, and Himalayan river basins.

The scientists hope that African and 
Asian nations will collaborate on pest 
resistance, drought- and salt-tolerant 
crops, gene banks, improved seed 
production, post-harvest 
management, rainwater harvesting 

and efficient water use.

Bernard Cantin, programme leader 
for CARIAA-IDRC, said the 
programme will fund four consortia 
consisting of five member 
institutions, bringing a range of 
regional, scientific and 
socio-economic development 
expertise to bear on climate 
vulnerability and options for 
adaption, including physical, social, 
economic and political dimensions.

This approach will enable greater 
South-South sharing of knowledge 
and experience, and encourage 
innovation to strengthen adaptation 
and resilience among the poor, 
Cantin added.

The consortium working on deltas 
includes the Institute of Water and 
Flood Management at Bangladesh 
University of Technology and 
Engineering, and India’s Jadavpur 
University, along with teams from 
Egypt, Ghana, and the United 
Kingdom. It will carry out research on 
the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna 
delta in Bangladesh, India’s 
Mahanadi delta, the Nile delta in 
Egypt and the Volta in Ghana to 
examine migration as an adaptation 
option for the most vulnerable.

Two consortia will study semi-arid 

S

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s projections warn that 
without adaptation measures to safeguard populations from the risks 
associated with climate change, hundreds of millions of people will be 

Facing similar risks,
Africa and Asia
coordinate climate
research



that without adaptation measures to 
safeguard populations from the risks 
associated with climate change, 
hundreds of millions of people will 
be affected by coastal flooding or 
displaced due to land loss by 2100. 
The majority of those affected will be 
from East, Southeast and South Asia.

In semi-arid parts of Asia and also in 
Africa, more frequent and prolonged 
droughts have already started 
threatening agriculture and livestock, 
key sources of food and livelihood.

Dominique Charron, director of the 
agriculture and environment wing at 
Canada’s International Development 
Research Centre, said CARIAA’s 
programming would help 
communities and countries prepare 
for likely shifts in their livelihood 
base resulting from changing 
weather patterns in Asia and Africa.

“It will also build expertise in climate 
change adaptation in different 
agro-climatic regions and provide 
lasting networks for exchange of this 
new knowledge between southern 
and northern institutions,” Charron 
added.

He said the research teams would 
work with local people and 
organisations to simulate potential 
changes in migration and land use 
that might result from climate 
change, and the different adaptation 
choices facing affected populations.

Since the impacts of climate change 
on natural ecosystems do not follow 
national borders, there is a need for 
cross-boundary collaboration 
between countries to better 
understand climate threats and 
discover adaptation and mitigation 
strategies that work, said Saleemul 
Huq, director of the International 
Centre for Climate Change and 
Development.

Huq added that the researchers 
taking part in the initiative must 
closely collaborate with 
policymakers and planners to 
translate their research findings into 
adaptation and mitigation plans that 
would represent real solutions.
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regions: the Indian Institute for 
Human Settlements (IIHS) will study 
longer-term approaches to climate 
adaptation at scale in one 
consortium, and the Sustainable 
Development Policy Institute in 
Pakistan will contribute to research 
by another consortium aiming to 
identify economic threats and 
opportunities posed by climate 
change in semi-arid areas. Other 
partners in these consortia are from 
Senegal, South Africa, Tanzania, the 
United Kingdom and the United 
States.

Sumetee Pahwa Gajjar of IIHS 
believes that by focusing research on 
common hotspot challenges across 
different contexts, new opportunities 
and insights can emerge for 
adaptation at scale in semi-arid 
regions.

CARIAA’s consortium on adaptation 
strategies in the Himalayan river 
basins is being led by the 
Kathmandu-based International 
Centre for Integrated Mountain 
Development (ICIMOD). Its partners 
include organizations from 
Bangladesh, India, the Netherlands 

and Pakistan.

“CARIAA will provide key insights 
into future scenarios of water supply 
and availability to identify effective 
adaptation options available at a 
local, national and regional scale in 
the countries dependent on the 
Hindu Kush Himalayas glaciers,” said 
David Molden, director-general of 
ICIMOD.

Molden added that the programme 
would develop case studies from 
each of the participating countries in 
Asia to better understand climate 
issues and develop research-based 
adaptation plans.

Pachauri believes many areas of Asia 
are extremely vulnerable to climate 
change. Any alteration in 
temperature and precipitation, he 
said, would affect the way snow and 
ice melt in the Hindu Kush Himalayan 
region, as well as atmospheric 
circulation patterns that drive the 
South Asian summer monsoon.

COMING THREATS
The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change’s projections warn 

SALEEM SHAIKH
is a climate change and 

development science writer.
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The Australian ambassador's spouse Mrs. Susan Heyward hosted a Jewellery Bazar featuring four jewellery 
designers at her place on the 7th of May. Besides three silver jewellery designers, Paper Miracles featured their 
new home textile range as well as newspaper jewellery along with their existing paper bead jewellery collection. 
The German ambassador's wife Tina Nunn made an appearance with Alexandra, the Belgium ambassador's wife 
who was fascinated by the printed, cotton napkins with napkin rings made of paper beads, stones and silver balls. 
The Polish ambassador's wife Zofia and Midori Inomata, the Japanese ambassador's wife were awed by the 
variety of home textiles offered at the exhibition. Greek ambassador's wife Virginia Mavroids tried a vast 
selection of earrings made by recycled newspaper into attractive jewellery. Dulce, the Cuban ambassador's wife, 
Kumari Weerakkody the Sri Lankan ambassador's wife and Badariah, the spouse of ambassador of Brunei were 
very interested in runners with bright, colourful trucks and rickshaws which were all sold out within the first half 
hour of the exhibition. Mrs Viqar Boolani, the spouse of the Serena’s CEO was very encouraging of the new 
products introduced by Paper Miracles and offered other suggestions and ideas for the future.

jewellery collection
with Susan Heyward
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t was dark - the lights had been 
turned off, and doors of the 
French Cultural Centre locked 
when a gentleman arrived, and 

bought 7 paintings – among them 
was a set of 4 honoring the elements 
which the artist had been reluctant 
to break. Alliance Francaise de 
Karachi had invited six painters to 
be a part of the inaugural ceremony 
of their new Resource Centre. A 
charming Diptych by Paul Mehdi 
Rizvi that blended in so beautifully, 
and was erroneously believed to be 
a part of the décor was actually from 
the exhibit. The Centre which has 
gone through several iterations over 
the years, and lay forgotten as a 
storage space, now offers combined 
facilities of a study section, cultural 
corner, a recreational area, and on 
May 15th  - a taste of contemporary 
art. 

Babar Moghal, Omar Farid, Henri 
Souffay, M. Akram Spaul, Scharjeel 
Sarfaraz, and Paul Mehdi Rizvi had 
been enlisted as their opening act.  
Inside, somewhere by the book 
shelves lay a wall that had been 
taken up by an extravagantly 
imagined psychedelic dreamscape - 
the hallmark of Farid.  12 offerings 
by French artist Henri Souffay were 
pen & ink on paper rendered in 
exquisite detail – one came 
imprinted by compelling visions of 
dark dungeons (sans dragons), 
another included a quick nod to the 
local artisans. Scharjeel’s 
transcendent expression marked by 
a touch of divine had been 
bookended by the stunning 
simplicity and sunny optimism that 
is Spaul. 

Omar Farid lights up at the thought 
of Babar Moghal’s Pink Floyd 
inspired series exhibited earlier. 
Babar had left Floyd out from his 
luxuriant statements shrouded in 
ochre mist, and had gone off the 
beaten path – scaling monuments 
fused with a mythical aura and 
traipsing by forests under the 
moonlit sky. 

The exhibition will be the first of 
many. The Centre is open for 
business. 

I
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DIRECTOR’S CUT

Komal Rizvi, who made her debut as a singer / actress / VJ in the 1990’s, was 
staging a comeback with her new single - ‘Kalli Kalli’ in April 2014. Hasan Rizvi 
stars in the video with his sister; Sohail Javed directs. It would be Komal’s 
first launch and Hasan’s umpteenth choreography.  The filming had 
been eventful, the storyboard toyed with the elements - water, fire, 
etc, as did the musicians; one was scorched, the other drowned, 
several times over reportedly.  Nothing had dampened their 
ardour, or kept them from bombarding Sohail with a 
steady stream of creative input. ‘Add a tabla’ one 
would say, ‘how about a sitar’ the other would 
suggest.  

The award winning director survived, and 
was later hailed for his artistic vision, 
and fortitude. The stylists were 
praised for their masterful 
creations.  Bushra Ansari 
played host and a 
Show reel of 
Pakistani music was screened.  

Zeba Bakhtiar 
was in the 

house, and a 
short montage of 

her had been 
added; a promo of 

Meher Jaffri’s 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l l y 

acclaimed film, 
‘Seedlings’ (Lamha) 

received a 
well-deserved ovation. 

It was heartening to see 
the spotlight trained, 

however briefly, on music’s 
brightest moments and the 

industry’s proudest 
achievements. 

Hasan Rizvi, the resident 
choreographer who had 

forgotten his prepared notes at 
home still managed to give an 

eloquent speech despite Bushra 
Ansari’s delightfully irreverent 

interruptions. Video making is a 
labor of love, sans monetary benefits 

apparently. The media moguls 
huddled together with showbiz 

royalty, and a political personality, who 
had melted away in the background, 

appreciated their passion for the arts, and 
the shades of humility visible in their 

composition.  

Hina Ramzi (L) with Shanaz Ramzi

KOMAL
RIZVI

Hasan Rizvi dance routine

Sohail Javed

Hasan Rizvi (choreographer)

Bushra Ansari
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